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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION TO THE THESIS AND THE CURRENT SITUATION 

IN AIRCRAFT COLLECTIONS MANAGEMENT 

Beginning with the Wright brothers, aircraft have been part of 

human history for nearly a century, and have made their mark upon the 

history of the entire human race. Aviation began humbly and has been 

crossing milestones since its birth. Now, aircraft occupy a multitude of 

roles in human society. 

Aviation has built a history all its own and a considerable material 

culture in a brief span of time. Of all the material culture generated by 

aviation, aircraft are the most notable and important because the 

machines are the very raison d'etre of aviation. This is not to say that 

clothing, letters, journals, photographs, and other aviation artifacts are 

unimportant. Such pieces of material culture are valuable elements of 

aviation history, but they are secondary to the machines themselves. 

Aviation museums have some special considerations that many 

other types of museums do not face due to the special issues generated 

by historic aircraft. Any aircraft, whether a new Boeing 777 or the 

Wright Flyer, is a complex machine that is the end result of different 

materials brought together by any of a variety of construction 

techniques. This is a fact that has become more important as 
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developments in materials have introduced advanced plastics, ceramics, 

and composite materials to aircraft design and construction. 

Furthermore, scientists and engineers have provided aviation 

museums with another kind of challenge. Aerospace science has 

produced a vride variety of experimental and military aircraft. Often, the 

experimental aircraft are one-of-a-kind works of mechanical art that 

employ exotic materials and unorthodox construction methods. Some 

military aircraft are still draped in a veil of secrecy that keeps 

researchers and restorers in the dark. All of the preceding statements 

can be best summarized by a passage from the National Park Service's 

National Register Bulletin: 

Aircraft present special challenges to cultural resource 
managers. The variety of makes and models, the quantities 
of production, the replacement parts acquired through 
routine overhaul and maintenance, the conversion of aircraft 
from one use to another during its operational life, the craft's 
operational status, its airworthiness, and its mobility affect 
both documentation and the evaluation of aircraft as historic 
properties. The large size of some aircraft, cost associated 
with care and storage, evolving standards for restoration, 
and deterioration due to outside storage also affect the 
management of aircraft as cultural resources.^^' 

At present, the aerospace museum community has no 

standardized, internally-generated collections management policies for 

aerospace collections. Any continuity in policies and practices within the 

aerospace museum community is the result of external factors. One 

such influence is the non-aerospace sector of the museum world. The 
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museum profession has a body of general, standardized practices that 

can be applied to most types of museums. Another external influence is 

the federal government. Several aviation museums fly their aircraft and 

are subject to the transportation laws and regulations of the countries in 

which the museums operate. 

It is the hypothesis of this thesis that there are no standardized 

collections management methods for aviation collections. Moreover, this 

thesis will verify that the lack of standardized collections management 

policies is due to lack of attention to the special needs of aircraft 

collections (especially in the areas of conservation and restoration). 

This thesis vrill be substantiated by presenting different collections 

management issues relevant to aircraft and demonstrating the varying 

means by which aviation museums respond to these issues, as well as 

the factors that influence each museum's response. The thesis is divided 

into four chapters. Due to the integrated nature of collections 

management, many of the sections will have a degree of overlap. 

Chapter II gives background information on aviation collections as 

well as the materials involved in the manufacture of aircraft. The 

chapter gives a short history of aircraft collecting and aviation museums 

to bring the reader into the mindset of aircraft collections and their care. 

Also, this chapter wall introduce the basic materials that aviation 



museums encounter when acquiring, exhibiting, conserving, and 

restoring aircraft. 

Chapter III documents the lack of standardization in the various 

practices related to the acquisition of aircraft for aviation museum 

collections. The chapter examines the influences that help museum 

staffs determine which aircraft they vrish to select. It considers the 

interplay of financial concerns, mission statements, and other policies 

and practices in the acquisition stage, to show that each museum 

responds to different influences with differing solutions. This 

information verifies the lack of a standardized policy for aircraft 

acquisition. The chapter covers the special collections management 

concerns generated by aircraft as examples of material culture. It 

documents environmental, cataloguing, inventory (tracking), and storage 

concerns that are unique to aircraft collections. It also shows there is 

little uniformity in aircraft collections management policies and 

practices. Moreover, this chapter confirms that there is no 

standardization in exhibition policies and practices. 

Chapter IV is more technical because it explores the complex world 

of conservation and restoration. Granted, nearly all museums deal vrith 

restoration and conservation issues; however, aircraft collections have 

restoration and conservation concerns that are unique. In addition. 



Chapter FV confirms that each museum responds to the collections 

management needs of aircraft in different ways. 

Finally, Chapter V, the conclusion, summarizes data from the 

previous chapters. The final chapter ties the preceding chapters together 

and corroborates the thesis statement. 
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CHAPTER n 

THE GROUNDWORK: A BRIEF PRIMER ON 

AIRCRAFT COLLECTIONS 

Aviation collections have been a part of the museum community 

for several decades. In fact, museums began coUecting aviation artifacts 

before Orville and Wilbur Wright made the first powered flight. The 

Smithsonian Institution started its aviation collection in the 1800s vrith a 

kite. Other aviation coUections had simUar beginnings. For the 

purposes of this thesis, "aviation collections" refers to collections of 

heavier-than-air craft such as airplanes, gUders, and heUcopters. 

Many museums dedicated solely to aviation came into being within 

two decades of the Wright brothers' first flight. The number of aviation 

museums has grown and the number of aircraft in museum collections 

has increased at a fantastic rate. 

Each advance in aeronautical engineering adds new materials and 

new construction methods. As a result, personnel in aviation museums 

are presented with a wide range of challenges in respect to conservation 

and restoration. 

This thesis is the result of investigating information drawn from 

several museums in the United States. The sample museums are: the 

Admiral Nimitz Museum, National Museum of Naval Aviation, United 



States Air Force Museum, National Air and Space Museum, the American 

Airpower Heritage Flying Museum/Confederate Air Force, and the Texas 

Air Museum. These museums represent federal, state, and private 

institutions. The museums featured in this thesis represent institutions 

of varying size, fmancial abiUty, and organizational structure. 
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CHAPTER III 

EXHIBIT "A": SELECTING AND EXHIBITING AIRCRAFT 

How do aviation museums decide which aircraft to acquire and 

which to reject? This is a simple question that generates a multilevel and 

somewhat complex answer. 

Aviation museums, like other museums, often have a collection 

scope. That is, these museums confine themselves to a particular era or 

subject area. For example, there are many aviation museums that 

concentrate on military aviation. Moreover, a military aviation museum 

may narrow its focus to a particular time in military aviation history. 

Such a scope automatically determines which types of aircraft are eligible 

for selection by a museum. For instance, the American Airpower 

Heritage Flying Museum's (AAHFM) mission statement specifies that the 

museum collects, maintains, and operates aircraft from World War II. 

Thus, the AAHFM, an organization affiliated vrith the American Airpower 

Heritage Museum (AAHM), concentrates its efforts on collecting aircraft 

that were in use or under development from 1939 to 1945. 

The AAHFM is one of four organizations within the complex 

framework of the Confederate Air Force Group's organizational rubric.'^^ 

The four freely associated units of the Confederate Air Force Group are: 

the Confederate Air Force (CAF), the American Airpower Heritage 
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Museum, the American Airpower Heritage Museum Foundation, and the 

American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum. 

The AAHM collects and maintains materials related to World War II 

military aviation including a limited collection of macro artifacts. The 

American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum acquires, and holds title to 

the airworthy aircraft in the collection. The AAHM Foundation is the 

support organization for the AAHM, AAHFM, and the CAF. The 

Confederate Air Force is the organization that is responsible for all of the 

operations related to aircraft flight, maintenance, and repair. Also, the 

Confederate Air Force organizes and conducts air shows. 

The American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum is the unit that 

acquires new aircraft and holds title to all of the airworthy aircraft in the 

collections. For the AAHFM, there are two modes of acquisition: 

purchase and donation. Eric Van Hoff, Director of Maintenance for the 

AAHFM, stated that the flying museum prefers donation over purchase 

due to the high cost of many vintage aircraft.'^' When aircraft are 

donated, there is more money for restoration and maintenance of the 

new and existing aircraft. 

A review of many American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum 

documents reveals that few of the Flying Museum's aircraft were 

acquired through donation from private collectors.'"^' Often, these 

collectors are members of the Confederate Air Force or the AAHM. 



However, the mode of acquisition is only one of many acquisition-related 

issues for the AAHFM. 

One other major issue for Eric Von Hoff and others is the vintage of 

the aircraft.'^' The AAHM and the AAHFM focus on interpreting the stoiy 

of Allied and Axis airpower in the years from 1939 through 1945. 

Therefore, the American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum bases part of 

its acquisition decisions on the era of the aircraft. If a donor wants to 

donate a jet fighter from the Korean War, the AAHFM would be inclined 

to refuse, unless the aircraft was in service or under development from 

1939 through 1945. 

In addition, the acquisition committee considers the condition of 

the aircraft as part of their acquisition process. Not every historic 

aircraft is in excellent condition. Some aircraft have been well 

maintained, and are in good structural and mechanical condition, but 

others suffer from mechanical or structural damage or defect. An 

aircraft's condition bears a direct relationship to the amount of time and 

money that will be needed for its repair and/or restoration. The 

American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum has a large cadre of 

employees, members, and volunteers who are skilled machinists, metal 

workers, electricians, and pilots working together to mitigate 

conservation and restoration costs. 
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A final important element to be considered is available storage and 

collections preparation space. The American Airpower Heritage Flying 

Museum, like other aviation museums, faces a problem of limited space. 

Most museums have limited storage, and work space and aviation 

museums often have greater storage problems due to the size of aircraft. 

The United States Air Force Museum (USAFM) differs from many 

aviation museums in terms of its hierarchy and many of its policies. The 

USAFM is recognized as the largest and oldest military aviation museum. 

The mission of the USAFM is stated in the first part of USAFM Operating 

Instruction 190-21. That text reads: 

The principal mission of the US Air Force Museum is to 
"portray the history of the United States Air Force" through 
the exhibition of items. Included in the stoiy of the USAF are 
the stories of its predecessor organizations. Subordinate 
missions include the preservation of military aerospace 
technology as it has related to the Air Force and its 
predecessor organization, the collection and preservation of 
organizational memorabilia, and accountability for all USAF 
historical property under the US Air Force Museum Program, 
support of the USAF recruiting program, and the stimulation 
of esprit de corps vrithin the Air Force. 

This mission statement gives the USAFM a vride collections scope 

and a broad area of activity. Moreover, the USAFM derives great benefit 

from being a federally ov^nied museum. The USAFM does not have to 

worry about acquiring aircraft by purchase or gift. The aircraft are 

federal property and are simply transferred from one arm of the USAF to 

another. Intraservice transfer is the customauy acquisition mechanism. 
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but the USAFM does accept and encourage donations of material culture 

including aircraft. This arrangement eliminates problems related to 

provenience. Many museums have to conduct extensive research to 

determine the chain of ownership for items. The fact that the USAFM 

collects Air Force property, and the property of the USAF's predecessors, 

eliminates this obligation. As noted earlier, many aircraft require 

restoration and conservation work before they become available to 

museums, and these restorative processes are money, time, and labor 

intensive. The federal government alleviates most of these burdens for 

the USAFM. This does not mean that the Museum has carte blanche to 

select aircraift in extremely poor condition. Operating Instruction 190-21 

states that "physical condition, transportability, and cost to the Museum 

will be considered" in the museum's acquisition decisions. 

The USAFM has a unique method for dealing vrith the demands 

that aircraft place upon storage and exhibition space, as well as 

conservation and restoration resources. The USAFM director guides the 

United States Air Force Museum System (USAFMS) and all affiUated 

facilities.'^' As the administrative head of the USAFMS, the director 

allocates aircraft to the Air Force Field Museums (AFFMs) when aircraft 

are requested by the Major Command historians.'^' Such allocation of 

resources eases the USAFM's responsibility in storing, exhibiting, and 

overseeing the welfare of the collections. 
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Members of the public often approach the USAFM to offer gifts to 

the museum. Operating Instruction 84-1 (OI 84-1) states that only the 

Director can officially accept an item offered to the museum. In addition, 

the USAFM has procedural guidelines for accepting objects for possible 

acquisition. 

The National Air and Space Museum (NASM) has a different 

arrangement for acquiring aircraft for its collections. The director holds 

the primary operational authority for the NASM.'*' However, the director 

is instructed to delegate collections-related responsibilities to the 

appropriate museum staff. The director is given the power to enforce the 

museum's policies as well as the power to make exceptions to the policies 

when a "good and just cause" exists. This authority allows the director 

to make "extraordinary decisions" in matters related to the collections. 

The director of the NASM delegates a great deal of authority to the 

department chairs and curators. For example, the department chairs are 

responsible for collecting, deaccessioning, and lending objects, however, 

the curators bear the responsibility for initiating these actions. 

F\irthermore, the curators are responsible for conducting the research 

necessary for authentication, documentation, and interpretation of the 

collections. The division of labor extends beyond these responsibilities 

and includes collections management duties that are shared by several 
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groups vrithin the NASM. These activities vrill be discussed later in this 

work. 

Each department chair is responsible for generating collection 

plans, as well as the periodic review and revision of those plans.'^' The 

Collections Management PoUcy of the NASM states that collecting plans 

are an integral part of the museum's collecting activity.'^°' CoUecting 

plans serve a twofold function in the NASM's collecting procedure. First, 

the collecting plans outline the museum's collecting strategies. Second, 

the plans specify the collection types that the museum acquires. 

The collecting plans also serve NASM curators as a guideline for 

balancing the need to acquire material culture vrith the requirement to 

provide responsible care to existing and future collections. Accordingly, 

the fact that each curator drafts his or her own collecting plan means 

that the NASM does not have a holistic collecting strategy. Instead, the 

NASM has a series of interrelated and evolving plans that describe each 

area of acquisition. Some plans are very specific and highly detailed 

while others consist of general guidelines for the department's collecting 

activities. The plan is then submitted to the director by the chair of each 

department, and the director has the power to approve or disapprove the 

schema. In addition, Smithsonian Institution regulations require the 

plans to be filed vrith the Smithsonian Institution National Collections 

Program. 
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The NASM uses several criteria to guide the acquisition of objects. 

The NASM Collections Management Policy lists the seven most commonly 

used criteria for acquiring objects'^^'. 

1. Objects must conform to the museum's goals and collecting 

plans. 

2. Objects are to be appropriate for present and future 

exhibition, and useful as educational tools in an 

exhibition. 

3. Objects are to have been "part of a notable, historical event" 

related to aviation or aerospace, or an object that portrays 

such an event. 

4. Objects that may have innate popular appeal because they 

were owned by, created by, or related to a person of 

notoriety in history, aviation, or aerospace history. 

5. Objects that are the best of their kind or that are one of a 

kind. 

6. Objects that will contribute to research and scholarly 

activities related to the history of aviation or spaceflight. 

7. Objects that either embody a technological innovation or an 

invention related to the history of aviation or spaceflight. 

These criteria were devised to help the NASM meet its mission to 

build a collection of the best examples of aerospace objects that reflects 
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the "history, technology, science, and culture of aviation and 

spaceflight."'^^' However, the pursuit of this mission is moderated by 

another requirement. All coUecting activities are subject to the need and 

ethical requirement to maintain the balance between collecting and 

caring for the collections. The museum's resources are space, personnel, 

funding, and time, therefore, it restricts its collecting activities to objects 

that it can maintain effectively. 

When a collecting opportunity that is not addressed in the NASM's 

collections rationale arises unexpectedly, the NASM requires that 

curators refer the opportunity through the department chairs to the 

NASM Collections Committee and to the director for final approval. 

However, when a prospective addition to the collection may 

potentially stress the museum's resources, the NASM staff is allowed to 

assist the donor in locating a repository that can effectively accommodate 

the object for its educational, historical, or research purposes. The staff 

also can give advice on documentation and care to both the potential 

donor and the potential owners of the object upon request. 

The National Museum of Naval Aviation, another federally owned 

and operated museum, uses policies and procedures similar to those of 

the USAFMS. The National Museum of Naval Aviation (NMNA) is 

dedicated to telling the story of naval aviation through exhibitions of 

naval aircraft and other material culture. The NMNA, like other service 

16 
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museums, receives most if its aircraft by direct transfer from its parent 

service. However, the NMNA is unique in one aspect of its collecting 

activities; some of its aircraft were recovered from the sea or the Great 

Lakes, and subsequently restored. This situation has placed the NMNA 

in a advantageous position to break new ground in museum 

conservation and restoration. 

Another museum, the Admiral Nimitz National Museum of the 

Pacific War (the Nimitz Museum), has a variety of artifacts in its 

collection, including a significant number of macro artifacts. The Macro 

Artifact CoUection Policy for the Nimitz Museum defines a macro artifact 

as "any vehicle, aircraft, ship, gun, artUlery piece, or other artifact too 

large to place inside ordinary storage cabinets or Plexiglas exhibit 

cases."'^^' As a result, the Nimitz Museum has a separate collection 

poHcy for this class of artifacts, however, it does not have separate 

policies for aircraft. Therefore, aircraft and other macro artifacts are 

grouped into one category. 

The Nimitz Museum restricts macro artifact collecting activities to 

those that were directly related the Pacific Theater of Operations. This 

includes equipment made and used by aU active participants in the war 

in the Pacific vrith special emphasis on Japanese and American material 

that saw common use. The museum places the highest priority on 

macro artifacts that have "specific histories directly related to the war in 
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the Pacific."'̂ " '̂ If a macro artifact does not have a specific history, it may 

be placed in the Museum's Educational Outreach Collection for use in 

exhibits, education, and living history programs. 

As in all other museums, space is a major factor in collecting 

decisions. The Nimitz Museum Macro Artifact Collection Policy states 

that "careful consideration vrill be given to the limitations of storage 

space at the museum when macro artifacts are considered for inclusion 

in the collection." The Macro Artifact Collection PoUcy also states that 

the museum should not acquire a macro object if it does not have, or 

anticipates having, adequate storage space for the object. In addition, 

the Nimitz Museum prefers to collect macro artifacts that are complete 

and in operational condition. 

The Texas Air Museum is an independent private aerospace 

museum that is similar to the AAHFM and CAF in terms of both 

collections management policy and operation. The Texas Air Museum 

(TAM) consists of a central regulatory body and severed localized units 

(chapters) throughout the state of Texas. 

The TAM collects a combination of operable and inoperable 

aircraft, and uses an internally-generated document, Aircraft Collection 

Rationale, to guide the organization in its collecting activities. The 

Aircraft Collection Rationale contains numerous criteria that guide the 

museum and its chapters in decisions regarding aircraft acquisition. 

18 
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The TAM believes that available storage space is one of the most 

important factors in the acquisition decision-making process. Exhibit 

space is another factor that the TAM considers when selecting aircraft. 

The Aircraft Collecting Rationale states that the museum should take 

both existing and potential exhibit space into consideration. 

The Aircraft Collecting Rationale also acknowledges that most of 

the aircraft the museum receives will need some measure of preparative 

or restorative work. The document states that an aircraft can be 

acquired if the facilities, space, and personnel are available, or can be 

made available, for care and maintenance activities. The TAM also 

requires that neither it nor any of its chapters acquire aircraft that 

exceed their acquisition budget. 

The Aircraft Collecting Rationale also states that the museum and 

its chapters must use historical, technological, and/or practical criteria 

to determine whether an aircraft is acceptable for acquisition. Each of 

the three criteria have many sub-criteria. 

The TAM considers an aircraft to be historically valuable if the 

aircraft meets any of five historical criteria: 

1. The aircraft is recognized as a significant advancement 
in aeronautical history. 

2. The aircraft represents an important, weU-defined era 
or event in the evolution of aviation. 

3. The utUization of the aircraft represents significant 
political or socio-cultural factors which have affected 
aeronautical history. 
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4. The aircraft has a continuing, long-term role effect on 
society, a specific culture, or a specific geographical 
area. 

5. The aircraft has played a significant short-term role in 
shaping the course or outcome of a major historical 
event or era.'^^' 

The TAM states that it will accept an aircraft if it meets any of four 

criteria for technological importance: 

1. A significant advance in aircraft performance. 

2. A significant advance in applied aerospace technology. 

3. An aerospace technology that has been applied to 

other fields. 

4. Possessing technologies that influenced the 

development and application of technology in other 

fields.'^"' 

The TAM beUeves that any aircraft considered for acquisition 

should meet established practical criteria: 

1. The aircraft should be "obtained, preserved, restored, 

and exhibited at a reasonable cost." 

2. The aircraft should have educational, research, or 

scholarship value. 

3. The aircraft should meet the requirements for 

exhibition, and not place a burden upon the 

Museum's exhibition and storage facilities. 

20 
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Exhibition of Aircraft 

The foUovring section vrill document the lack of a standardized 

body of exhibition policies or practices. 

Once an aircraft is slated for exhibition or placed on exhibit, many 

concerns arise. Museum staff need to consider the space occupied by 

each aircraft on exhibit, the safety of the visitors, and the security of the 

aircraft. Each of the researched museums has a different approach to 

addressing the issues related to aircraft exhibition. The NASM and the 

USAFM exhibit their aircraft indoors in a static fashion. The AAH Flying 

Museum exhibits their aircraft in hangers that can be closed to protect 

the collection from the elements. Also, the AAHFM operates its aircraft 

in aerial, living history demonstrations. Neither the NASM nor the 

USAFM operate their aircraft as a matter of institutional choice. 

The USAFM has specific guidelines concerning the exhibition of 

aircraft in their collection. Chapter 7.4 of AFI84-103 is dedicated to the 

design of exhibitions. The USAFM has determined that the exhibition's 

story-line be "historically accurate, vrithout distortion, and in good taste." 

The first two elements of this requirement can be assured by submitting 

drafts of exhibition scripts to Air Force historians. However, Chapter 7.4 

makes no mention of how to determine whether an exhibition and the 
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script are in "good taste." Despite this deficiency, the USAFM does have 

other standards for exhibition. 

The USAFM wants exhibitions that do not offer opportunities for 

the public or the aircraft to be harmed. Chapter 7.4.1 prescribes that 

exhibitions should be designed in such a way that visitors are prevented 

from inadvertently touching or handUng artifacts that are on exhibit. 

However, visitors are permitted to touch and handle artifacts if such 

interaction is one of the goals of the exhibit. 

Other chapters of AFI84-103 deal vrith issues related to aircraft 

exhibition, including a chapter dedicated to security and resource 

protection. The chapter (Chapter 8) provides detailed information on 

museum security. 

The USAFM enjoys the availability of resources that are not found 

in nonmilitary museums. As part of the military, the USAFM can 

coordinate its security vrith that of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. 

Also, the USAFM is able to use the base's security personnel and 

resources as part of the museum's overall security program. 

Many of the USAFM's aircraft are extremely important in monetary 

value and/or historical significance. In fact, the USAFM possesses some 

aircraft that are unique, one-of-a-kind machines that could never be 

replaced if they were damaged or destroyed. Another reason for such 

tight security is that all USAFM collections items are property of the US 
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Government, and the aircraft are given at least the same amount of 

protection as that afforded all other governmental property. 

The USAFM is so concerned with the safety of its aviation 

collection that it extends its security guidelines to the AFFMs. However, 

the USAFM has one caveat concerning security measures for the aircraft 

exhibited by the USAFM or AFFMs: Regardless of the economic or 

historic value of an aircraft, the security measures must not alter or 

harm the integrity of the aircraft. 

Many aircraft acquired for the USAFM collection contain 

equipment that is classified and, for that reason, the Museum has 

specific guidelines for the acquisition and exhibition of such aircraft'^^'. 

All new aircraft are inspected for classified equipment before they arrive 

at the USAFM. If such equipment is located, the Air Force keeps detailed 

records of the items that are removed. The records include the model 

number, the item's nomenclature, part numbers, and other relevant 

data. The records are used to keep track of these items so that they can 

be acquired by the USAFM and reinstalled once the equipment is 

declassified. In this way, the public can view aircraft such as an early 

model of the F-117A Stealth Fighter without compromising national 

security. 

The USAFM also takes steps to ensure the safety of the visiting 

pubUc. Before an aircraft goes on display. Museum personnel 
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thoroughly examine the aircraft for items that may pose a danger to 

visitors. USAFM personnel remove all cartridge-activated or 

propeUant-activated devices before the aircraft enters the exhibit area.'^^' 

The staff also examine the aircraft for high-pressure air bottles, fire 

extinguishers, toxic oxidizers, spring-loaded devices, pyrotechnics, and 

other similar pieces of equipment. In this way, the USAFM protects the 

public from aircraft components that could burst, explode, catch fire, or 

otherwise cause injury. This list includes radioactive materials. 

The NASM also places a great deal of emphasis on exhibit security. 

The first priority in an exhibition is to ensure that all objects are secured 

against vandalism and theft. The NASM's Collection's Management 

Policy (CMP) lists systems that provide internal control as an essential 

part of exhibit security. A further level of security is provided by routine 

examination of exhibitions by museum staff that possess collections 

expertise. The NASM CMP states that such routine examinations are 

fundamental to museum security systems. The Office of the Registrar is 

charged vrith the responsibility of maintaining records for all objects that 

are on exhibit to assist curators in gallery inspections. The NASM 

adjusts security measures to meet the demands of high-risk activities. 

Security is also heightened when special events are held in museum 

buildings or when objects from the collections are in transit. 
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The NASM has guidelines for dealing with possible theft or 

vandalism of exhibit objects. In the event a staff member discovers 

evidence of damage or theft, that person is directed to notify the NASM 

security manager. This measure is to protect a possible crime scene and 

evidence that may be in the area. The security personnel are given the 

responsibUity of notifying other members of the NASM staff as 

appropriate for the situation. The person reporting the incident and the 

responsible curator supply written documentation as requested by 

security personnel. Copies of all related documentation become a part of 

the accession record for the damaged or stolen items. 

The American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum and the Texas Air 

Museum rely on FAA policies to meet their collections management 

goals. The AAH Flying Museum is located on the premises of a large 

airport vrith tight security, and many areas of the museum are only 

accessible to personnel who have special FAA security clearance. The 

facilities of the AAH Flying Museum and affiliated organizations are 

under constant scrutiny by airport security as well as the surveilleince of 

the control tower personnel. Aircraft exhibited within the hangars are 

surrounded with barriers, and the hangars are normally populated by 

museum personnel who supervise the visitors. The airport facilities and 

personnel provide most of the security for the aircraft while AAH Flying 

Museum personnel oversee the remainder. 
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E^ch of the museums surveyed have set the same security goals, 

but they do so in different ways. Despite their different approaches, they 

address various exhibition concerns in such ways that their outcomes 

are similar. E^ch museum implements policies and procedures to 

provide a secure exhibition environment for the aircraft in their 

respective collections. 
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CHAPTER IV 

INTO THE FOG: CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION 

PRACTICES FOR AIRCRAFT COLLECTIONS 

Aviation museums are similar to other types of museums in that 

they must deal vrith conservation and restoration issues related to their 

collections. However, aviation museums also have the special concern of 

restoring the aircraft. 

One of the reasons why aviation museums are more apt to conduct 

restoration is that their collections underwent a great deal of use and 

abuse before entering the museum. Aircraft are constantly repaired 

during their lifetimes, and most have undergone major overhauls and 

modernization schemes. The only way an aviation museum can obtain a 

"pure" aircraft is to have the manufacturer ship one from the factory 

directly to the museum. In other words, aircraft are altered the instant 

they begin operation. That is the nature of machines. 

Moreover, much of the mechanical and structural alteration or 

damage an aircraft receives is noticeable and unappealing. Corrosion, 

distortion, and pierced or sheared metal are only a few types of damage 

that an airframe can suffer. 

Also, most aviation museum professionals consider a restored 

aircraft to be more valuable as a museum piece than a damaged aircraft. 
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However, there are times when a battered aircraft serves the purposes of 

an aviation museum. For example, the Admiral Nimitz Museum in 

Fredricksburg, Texas has a damaged Mitsubishi A6M "Zero" fighter 

exhibited as it was found in the South Pacific as part of a diorama. In 

addition, the National Museum of Naval Aviation has a special Plexiglas 

tank where visitors can look at aircraft salvaged from the Great Lakes in 

an environment akin to that in which they were found. However, the 

majority of aviation museums prefer aircraft that are more structurally 

and mechanically sound, and preserving aircraft in good condition is 

more difficult than most other types of museum objects due to their 

complex structure and mechanics. 

Aircraft conservation is very demanding because they are made 

from a wide range of materials, and are complex in design and 

constmction. The parts can range in size from small cotter pins and 

steel cables to aluminum panels 20 feet or more in length. In addition, 

many older aircraft had airframes made of wood and canvas, while newer 

aircraft are made of fiberglass, plywood, titanium, steel, or aluminum. 

Most airframes manufactured since the late 1920s are made from 

aluminum and various aluminum alloys. 
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Conservation of Aircraft 

Museum journals and conservation institutes have published a 

large number of articles on corrosion and preventive conservation of 

ferrous metals, sUver, copper, bronze, and brass. However, there have 

been no articles on aluminum. Despite the long history of aluminum in 

aviation and the metal's ubiquitous presence in our society, not one 

major conservation institute has dedicated time to a discussion of 

aluminum's chemical and structural properties, nor has there been 

critical discussion of the corrosion types or modes of corrosion in 

aluminum, or the impact of corrosion on aluminum. Very little 

information currently exists concerning aluminum and its alloys, and 

non-museum sources have contributed the majority of the available 

technical data. 

Aluminum is a resUient metal and is combined vrith an array of 

metals in a wide range of formulations to form a virtually unlimited 

selection of alloys. Aluminum and its alloys exhibit properties that resist 

corrosion; however, aluminum is not indestructible. Aircraft often arrive 

at museums with some corrosion, and are often stored or exhibited in a 

manner that exposes them to sources of corrosion. 

The most prevalent corrosion type is galvanic corrosion which 

occurs when aluminum comes in contact vrith a metal or alloy that is 

cathodic to aluminum and aluminum alloys.'^^' A cathodic metal is one 
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that receives electrons from other materials. The reaction is worsened by 

the presence of water. Usually, aluminum and aluminum alloys "are the 

anodes in galvanic cells vrith other metals, protecting them by corroding 

sacrificially-"'^^' Galvanic corrosion is at its worst when there is a great 

difference in electron potential between the metals. Consequently, some 

aluminum alloys should not be placed in contact vrith one another due to 

this potential. This interchange is why some aviation museums take 

care to moderate contact between aircraft and other metal objects in the 

museum environment. Such considerations are more important when a 

museum embarks upon an aircraft restoration project. 

The AAH Flying Museum suid the Texas Air Museum follow the 

manufacturer's original specifications, as well as FAA guidelines, when 

restoring an sdrcraft. The USAFM and the NASM also use the 

manufacturer's specifications in restoration. The specifications provide 

information on which alloys were used in construction, as well as which 

alloys were used in various parts of the airframe. This practice serves to 

return the aircraft to its original condition and to anticipate galvanic 

corrosion problems caused by the use of metals vrith differing electron 

potentials. Each museum has its own rules for dealing with this issue. 

Some museums simply remove the corrosion vrith abrasives. Other 

museums, such as the National Museum of Naval Aviation, remove the 

corrosion and treat the metal wdth corrosion-preventing compounds, 
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while the AAHFM simply removes the corrosion or replaces the damaged 

sheet metal sections. 

Older aircraft have special conservation needs. Before metal 

became the material of choice in aircraft construction, most aircraft were 

formed of a wooden airframe with a fabric covering. Usually, the fabric 

covering was canvas that was treated vrith aircraft "dope" made of either 

cellulose nitrate or cellulose acetate in acetone. The dope was used to 

tighten and waterproof the canvas. 

Both wood and canvas have their special conservation needs. 

However, both materials share many of the same conservation 

requirements due to their organic and proteinacious nature. Luckily for 

aviation museums, there are numerous books and conservation journal 

articles that discuss conservation of wood and textiles. 

Wood was the first material used in airframe manufacture and 

occasionally finds its way into modem light, private aircraft. A difficulty 

encountered in use of wood in aircraft fabrication is that it is 

hygroscopic, e.g., the porous nature of wood allows it to absorb ambient 

moisture. When wood absorbs moisture, it expands in relation to the 

amount of moisture it takes in. In an environment vrith low relative 

humidity, wood releases moisture and shrinks. Problems arise when 

wood is exposed to drastic and rapid shifts in relative humidity. In such 
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an environment, the dramatic expansion and contraction of the wood can 

cause the wood to undergo damaging dimensional shifts. 

Damage is more Ukely to occur when wood is used in combination 

vrith other materials. If, for example, a piece of wood was attached vrith 

metal nails, the area near the nails would be most susceptible to 

damage. The nails do not react to environmental changes in the same 

manner as the wood and, consequently, damage is caused as the wood 

expands and contracts. Wood should be exposed to relatively low 

humidity and moderate temperature for greatest stability. In addition, 

the storage or exhibition environment should be as stable as possible to 

minimize shifts in temperature and humidity. Canvas has similar 

requirements. 

Canvas is a fairly common textile made from cotton. Cotton is 

generally quite strong and resilient, but mold and ultraviolet light are the 

prime agents for deterioration and decay.'^^' An environment with 50% 

relative humidity keeps mold under control, while lighting below 50 lux 

and 75 microwatts per lumen of ultraviolet rays will reduce the extent 

and probability of damage caused by light.'^^' In addition, canvas should 

not be subjected to vride fluctuations of humidity or ultraviolet light 

within a short span of time. 

Conservation is a continuous concern for 8iny museum, but it has 

special importance in aviation museums. In some, conservation is 
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guided by institutional guideUnes. Other museums, such as the USAFM, 

are guided by official govemment policies and regulations. And, in the 

AAH Flying Museum and the Texas Air Museum, conservation efforts are 

directed by sources outside the museum. Comparing the procedural 

documents of the USAFM, NASM, NMNA, Admiral Nimitz Museum, and 

the AAH Flying Museum wiU demonstrate the disparity that exists in 

aircraft conservation and restoration policies. These documents will be 

discussed in some detail for the purpose of demonstrating the differences 

in the approaches of the museums surveyed. Some aspects of the 

procedures are similar in content and intent, but an analysis will 

demonstrate that the similarities are the result of serendipity, rather 

than by mutual collaboration. 

The USAFMS uses Air Force Instruction 84-103 (AFI84-103) as its 

primary document for both conservation and restoration direction. The 

version of the document used for this thesis was revised on February 25, 

1998. It details numerous aspects of USAFMS operations such as 

acquisition, collections management, shipping, and disposal 

(deaccessioning). 

The United States Air Force Museum developed other documents 

to supplement AFI84-103 and form a body of collection management 

policies. The supplemental documents include numerous Technical 

Orders (T.O.s), Operating Instructions (O.I.s), and various and sundry 
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other documents. One T.O. is of special interest in discussing the 

conservation and, later, restoration policies of the USAFM and the 

USAFMS. The T.O. that covers conservation (maintenance) of aircraft 

collections is T.O. Dash 2 and is referred to as the Maintenance and 

Erection Manual. 

Chapter 7 of AFI84-103 is titled Conservation and Display 

Standards, but it covers restoration in addition to conservation. The use 

of the word "standards" automatically implies that the document 

contains considerations and policies based upon principles of 

professional ethics. The USAFMS outlines its philosophy on restoration 

in Chapter 7.1. Other chapters contain conservation guidelines, but 

Chapter 7.1 is completely dedicated to conservation. 

Chapter 7.1 includes the USAFMS' organizational philosophy 

regarding the use of the artifacts. The chapter clearly states that no 

object is to be operated as per its original function. That is, no one is to 

fly, fire, wear, or operate any piece of accessioned Air Force property 

regardless of its physical condition. Quite simply, the USAFMS does not 

want objects to be subjected to consumptive use. This type of restriction 

is a common museum policy, and museum literature is replete vrith 

discussions of policies concerned with the use of objects. However, the 

USAFMS expands the scope of this restriction. In Chapter 8.2, the 

USAFM forbids the use of any components from USAFMS historical 
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aerospace vehicles in operational USAF aircraft. This regulation includes 

"engines, starters, pumps, actuators, radios, propellers, wheels, tires, 

and structural components."'2^' The statement is an effort to prevent the 

USAFMS' parent organization, the United States Air Force, from 

scavenging elements of a USAFMS aircraft. 

The remainder of Chapter 7.1 is familiar to persons who possess 

conservation training and experience. The USFAMS instmcts its 

personnel to constantly guard against all agents of deterioration. 

Aircraft, and other artifacts, are to be protected from pests, mold, 

mildew, fungi, light extremes, excessive heat, and dust. This is 

established collections management policy with which museums can 

agree. However, Chapter 7.1 contains guidelines that pertain specifically 

to aircraft. It states that aircraft should not be allowed to suffer 

mechanical stress. 

Furthermore, Chapter 7.1 stipulates that objects should be kept in 

"museum conditions" to protect their usefulness for study. This might, 

at first glance, seem to be at odds vrith the USAFMS practice of providing 

Air Force Field Museums (AFFMs) with aircraft for outdoor display. The 

USAFMS deems this practice ethically acceptable for several reasons. 

First, aircraft are more durable than uniforms or paper artifacts, and 

aircraft can tolerate many outdoor conditions. Second, the aircraft that 

are exhibited outdoors are duplicate items and the "type specimens" of 
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those aircraft are stored and exhibited in controlled environments. In 

addition. Chapter 7-1.2 expressly states that rare aerospace vehicles and 

related support equipment must be stored and exhibited only in 

controlled environments. Also, aircraft made predominately of wood and 

fabric are barred from outdoor exhibition. 

Chapter 7.1.3 describes the USAFMS concept of a normal museum 

environment. Here, the USAFMS reUes upon the standards of the 

museum community. The USAFMS considers normal museum 

conditions to be a stable environment that is not affected by seasonal 

changes in both temperature and humidity. Stable temperature is 

defined as a variance of no more than five degrees from the accepted 

norm in the museum profession. Stable humidity is defined as a variance 

of no more than five percent from the accepted norm in the museum 

profession. However, the USFAMS Director is given the power to change 

or modify these requirements, if he or she believes that such action is 

necessary. 

Interestingly, Chapter 7.1.4 states that conservators should refer 

to The Care of Antiques and Historical Collections by A. Bruce MacLeish 

for further information on conservation practices. This external 

information source is cited as the preferred reference for protecting 

delicate items and other objects from deterioration. Aircraft finishes are 
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listed as one of the "objects" that could benefit from the information 

provided by The Care of Antiques and Historical Collections. 

The National Air and Space Museum uses a collections 

management policy that is less explicit than that used by the USAFMS. 

The NASM's collections management policy places some reliance on 

externally produced guidelines. Unfortunately, these guidelines are 

generalized and do not consider the issues related to aircraft. 

The NASM places emphasis on preventive conservation in its 

Collections Management Policy.'̂ '̂ ' It follows the American Institute for 

Conservation Code of Ethics and Standards to guide the institution in 

artifact treatment. The NASM has five general guidelines pertaining to 

object preservation and conservation. First, it pursues an active 

preventive conservation program for all museum objects. Second, it 

advocates conservation principles to preserve, restore, and treat objects. 

Third, it determines that objects should be handled, moved, cleaned, and 

exhibited in a responsible fashion. Fourth, it strives to provide 

high-quality storage environments for all objects. Fifth, it requires 

complete documentation of the condition of each object as well as 

treatments performed on objects in its collection. These guidelines are 

adequate, but the NASM seems to lack information describing specific, 

acceptable practices to direct staff in their work vrith the aircraft 

collections. 
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The NASM maintains aircraft by exhibiting and storing the 

collections in enclosed facilities: a controlled environment. However, 

only ten percent of the NASM's collection is placed on exhibit at any one 

time, with the vast majority of the objects housed in the NASM's storage 

facilities.'^^' 

The Paul E. Garber Preservation, Restoration, and Storage Facility 

in Suitland, Maryland, houses the majority of the NASM's stored 

collection. The Garber Facility is located just outside of Washington, DC, 

and provides the NASM vrith easy access to its collections. The 

remainder of the collection is stored in two closed hangars at Dulles 

International Airport. Because the NASM strives to store aircraft in an 

indoor storage facility, a small number of aircraft are maintained at the 

Air Force Aerospace Maintenance and Regeneration Center at Davis 

Monthan Air Force Base, Arizona.'^^' Some aircraft at Davis Monthan are 

stored in outdoors storage areas, but the risk of corrosion and decay is 

extremely low due to the extremely dry, desert environment. Regardless 

of the location, the Assistant Director for Collections Management and 

his or her staff have the responsibUity of maintaining the conditions at 

these facilities, and they are responsible for the physical accountabiUty of 

the collections items that are in storage. To accompUsh the latter, the 

coUections management staff maintain an aircraft locator system that 

ensures that all objects can be located easily and accurately. These 
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storage policies are internally driven and subject to change by the 

collections management staff. The collections management staff are 

guided only by voluntary adherence to the American Institute for 

Conservation Code of Professional Ethics. 

The NASM has small collections storage areas on-site. The 

collections management workroom is used for the temporary storage of 

items recently received by the museum, items being prepared for 

exhibition, or items that need emergency care. The Art, Space History, 

and Aeronautics departments each have their own small artifact storage 

areas or workrooms, and the chair of each department is responsible and 

accountable for all of the objects in their storage area. 

The NASM has a standing policy to restore all aircraft to airworthy 

condition; therefore, most of the aircraft in the NASM collection are 

mechanically and structurally capable of flight. Despite this poUcy and 

the skill of the workmen, the NASM decided long ago to prohibit the 

operation of its aircraft. This prohibition eliminates the probability of 

aircraft being damaged or destroyed as a result of consumptive use. 

However, there is one exception to this rule: Aircraft can be flown if 

flight is the only feasible method of transporting the aircraft. 

Neither the American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum nor the 

Texas Air Museum have self-produced guides for conservation. Instead, 

they use FAA maintenance regulations to direct the care, maintenance, 
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and preservation of their aircraft. The AAHFM and the TAM use Parts 91 

and 43 of the Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) to guide their 

conservation and restoration efforts. The FAR is a large multi-part body 

of regulations that governs every aspect of civil aviation in the United 

States and its territories and possessions. They use FAA regulations 

because both museums use operational aircraft for exhibition and living 

history demonstrations. Conservation and preservation in an aviation 

museum has a slightly different connotation than that in other 

museums. It usually translates into preventing or slowing the 

degradation and deterioration of the material culture. In aviation 

museums vrith operational aircraft, conservation and preservation can be 

distilled into one word: maintenance. The goal of a maintenance 

schedule is to keep the aircraft in peak physical and mechanical 

condition. 

Operational aircreift undergo constant maintenance to ensure that 

they operate in compliance vrith the airworthiness parameters 

established by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). However, FAA 

regulations state that all aircraft operating in the US must be inspected 

on a regular basis as part of the total maintenance program. The FAA 

stipulates that all aircraft must be subjected to both annual and 

100-hour inspections, and both are extensive and thorough 

examinations of the aircraft's physical and mechanical condition. 
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The AAHFM and TAM also foUow the regular maintenance 

regulations of the FAR in addition to adhering to the rules for annual and 

100-hour inspections. The FAR supplies a fist of maintenance routines 

to differentiate between maintenance and repair.'^^' However, the FAR 

refers to regular maintenance as "Preventive Maintenance." Preventive 

maintenance is tantamount to preventive conservation; the aim of each is 

the same. Both preventive maintenance and preventive conservation 

have the goal of maintaining the aircraft in peak physical and 

mechanical condition, and both achieve their goals by similar methods. 

As an example, there are many routine preventive measures that 

are performed on the landing gear of aircraft. Routine landing gear 

inspection measures include removing, installing, or repairing the tires, 

as well as cleaning and greasing the landing gear wheel bearings. 

Regular landing gear maintenance also involves servicing and repairing 

the shock absorbing systems. In addition, preventive maintenance of the 

landing gear includes replacing wheels and skis, unless such 

replacement requires balance computations. 

Regular exterior maintenance procedures also overlap with the 

goals of preventive conservation. The AAHFM and TAM follow the FAR 

regulations pertinent to the conservation and maintenance of aircraft 

exteriors. Both operational and non-operational aircraft are subject to 

wear and deterioration of their external surfaces. Preventive 
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maintenance involves the making of simple fabric patches to cover or 

repair minor rips, tears, or holes in fabric coverings. However, patches 

are only considered to be preventive maintenance measures if they do 

not require rib stretching, or the removal of structural components or 

control surfaces. Refinishing paint is another preventive maintenance 

measure that is regulated by the FAR. Paint refinishing is considered 

preventive maintenance only if the paint on the fuselage, wings, 

empennage, fairings, cowlings, landing gear, or cockpit is refinished. If 

the paint on the balanced control surfaces is retouched, then such work 

is deemed by the FAA as exceeding the scope of preventive maintenance. 

Moreover, the FAA considers any paint retouching work to exceed the 

scope of preventive maintenance if such work requires the removal or 

disassembly of any primary structure or operating system of the aircraft. 

The FAR places similar restrictions on the application of preservative or 

protective coatings. Maintenance crews can apply protective and 

preservative coatings as part of a preventive maintenance program as 

long as the application of such coatings does not require the removal of 

any portions of the primary structure or operating system. If the 

application process requires such removal, then the work falls outside 

the rubric of preventive maintenance. In addition, the FAR permits 

maintenance personnel to apply such coatings only if they are not 

prohibited nor contrsoy to good practice. 
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The FAR has regulations that govern the care and preservation of 

any upholstery or decorative items vrithin the cabin of an aircraft. The 

FAR considers most upholstery repairs and renovations to be part of a 

preventive maintenance routine if the work does not require the 

disassembly of any structural components or the removal of operating 

systems of the aircraft. Moreover, the renovation work must not interfere 

vrith the aircraft's operating system or affect the primary structure of the 

aircraft. 

The FAA allows maintenance personnel to perform small, simple 

repairs to fairings, nonstructural coverplates, and cowlings. These 

repairs can include the manufacture of small patches and 

reinforcements to fairings, cowlings, and nonstructural coverplates. 

However, none of these repairs may sdter the contours of the aircraft in 

such a way as to interfere with proper airflow. Preventive maintenance 

also includes replacement of wdndows where such work does not 

interfere with the structure of the aircraft or any operating systems. The 

FAA considers cowl replacements to be part of preventive maintenance if 

the cowl can be replaced without removing the propeller or disconnecting 

any flight controls. Preventive maintenance includes many routine 

activities that are less labor and skill intensive. 

Routine preventive maintenance includes: replacement of safety 

belts; replacement of seats and seat parts with approved seats and 
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components vrithout disassembling any primary structure or operating 

system; troubleshooting and repairing broken circuits in the electrical 

system for the landing lights; replacing bulbs, reflectors, and lenses in 

the landing light system and, replacing wheels and skis that do not 

require weight and balance computations. Many preventive maintenance 

measures involve routine engine work. 

Routine engine work consists of low-intensity repairs. 

Maintenance crews may clean or replace spark plugs, and replace hose 

connections, except those for hydraulic hoses. Hydraulic lines require 

time and effort to replace, and involve many time-consuming steps; 

therefore, this operation is not considered to be part of preventive 

maintenance by the FAA. On the other hand, the FAA classifies 

replacement of prefabricated fuel lines as a preventive maintenauice 

measure. Preventive maintenance also includes cleaning or replacing 

fuel and oil strainers or filter elements, in addition to replacing batteries. 

When museums perform conservation work on objects, 

professional practice and ethics dictate that the nature and extent of the 

conservation work is recorded for the benefit of collections management 

personnel. The FAR requires that many preventive maintenance 

measures be recorded to provide a complete maintenance record for each 

aircraft. 
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The Nimitz Museum uses a few self-generated guidelines for 

conservation activities. The Nimitz Museum's Macro Artifact Collection 

Policy states that personnel thoroughly document all repair, 

maintenance, and restoration work performed on artifacts. Moreover, 

those performing the work must generate a report of the activities and 

place it in the artifact's file. Conservation (maintenance) of artifacts in 

the Educational Outreach Collection is the responsibiUty of both the 

educational and curatorial staff. In addition, both staff are responsible 

for the proper operation and repair of artifacts in the collection. 

However, the curator of collections has the power to approve work 

performed on macro artifacts in the museum's collection. The Macro 

Artifact Collection Policy makes more mention of restoration than 

conservation. 

As evidenced by the preceding, most museums develop their own 

approaches to aircraft conservation. As a result, there is no 

standardization in aircraft conservation policies. However, one museum 

is attempting to remedy this situation. The National Museum of Naval 

Aviation (NMNA) is trying to initiate a set of standardized practices from a 

surprising source: marine archaeology. 

The NMNA, as mentioned earlier, has recovered aircraft from the 

Great Lakes and other cold, freshwater environments for use in the 
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museum's activities. Most of the NMNA's anticorrosion practices were 

derived from the anticorrosion practices of other Navy agencies. 

Recently, the NMNA has begun to recover aircraft from the seas. 

In the process, the NMNA has consulted vrith and sought help from 

marine archaeologists. As a result, the NMNA is developing standards 

for the treatment of aircraft recovered from a marine environment. 

Currently, the NMNA is working on expanding their collections 

management policy to include the accepted treatment and conservation 

practices of marine archaeology. Sherrie Shaw, conservator for the 

NMNA, is collaborating vrith a small group of conservators to bring 

standardization to the collections management practices of aviation 

museums. 

Restoration of Aircraft 

Not all aviation museums approach restoration in the same way. 

The USAFMS, NASM, NMNA, TAM and the AAHFM have their ovm 

criteria and philosophies for restoration. The NASM uses in-house policy 

guidelines, as well as other collections management topics. The AAHFM 

and TAM have no formal policy for restoration. Instead, they use Federal 

Aviation Administration regulations as a guide.'^*' 
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The USAFMS relies on Air Force regulation AFI84-103, and 

Technical Orders (T.O.) Dash 2 and Dash 3 for guidance on matters 

associated with restoration. 

Chapter 7.3 of AFI84-103 contains the general guidelines for 

restoration and preservation of aerospace vehicles in the USAFMS 

collection. The introductory paragraph of the chapter lists the basic 

policies approved by the USAFMS, and refers the reader to T.O. Dash 2 

and Dash 3 for more specific guidance. 

Chapter 7.3 is divided into five subchapters. Chapter 7.3.1 deals 

with conservation practices already discussed in the section on 

conservation. Chapter 7.3.2 states that the USAFMS wants aerospace 

vehicles to be restored to "original manufacturer's or operational 

appearance for the period depicted."'^^' However, the USAFMS does not 

require that aircraft be restored to airworthiness standards, nor does it 

require that aircraft systems be restored to fully operational status. 

The USAFMS does require restoration teams to "repair all damage." 

In addition, the aircraft must be stripped, cleaned, polished, coated with 

an agent that prevents corrosion, and, if historically accurate, the 

airframe given a coat of paint. An aircraft may not need to be painted, 

because, they may have served with a natural metal finish. Restoration 

teams examine the aircraft exterior and interior to discover missing and 

damaged parts, and replace them. Damaged parts can be 
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remanufactured to resemble their original condition, or replaced with an 

identical part that is in better condition. Also, Chapter 7.3.2 states that 

the interior does not have to be fully restored to its original appearance, 

but it must be physically complete. 

Because aircraft restoration can be hazardous, the USAFM 

instructs restoration teams to use caution. During restoration, 

personnel may encounter asbestos or other dangerous materials.'^°' Due 

to the potential hazards, the USAFMS requires maintenance and 

restoration personnel to coordinate their actions vrith the base's 

bioenvironmental engineer. However, the single most important hazard 

in restoration is the possibility of encountering radioactive material. 

The USAFMS warns that "radioactive materials have been used in 

the construction of aerospace vehicles."'^^' This condition is not 

restricted to late 20th century aircraft. Chapter 9.1 of AFI84-103 states 

that, "radioactive materials can be present in a broad spectrum of 

domestic and foreign aviation artifacts produced as early as World War 

I." Aircraft made before the 1960s pose a particular hazard due to the 

widespread use of radium in instrument dials and faces. Aircraft with 

components containing radium can pose a special hazard if the 

components are broken or the radium has oxidized.'^^' 

The USAFMS feels that the possibility of encountering radioactive 

materials in restoration is serious enough to require that all Air Force 
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Field Museum (AFFM) directors designate a Radiation Safety Officer 

(RSO) trained, by either the installation's RSO or a bioenvironmental 

engineer, to oversee the AFFM radiation safety program.'^^' The AFFM 

RSO and their trainer "coordinate and perform all radiation surveys."'^"*' 

Chapter 9.3 directs USAFMS institutions to make an initial 

radiation survey of all USAFMS aerospace vehicles on display or in 

storage. The survey must also include an inventory of radioactive 

objects, and the aircraft to which they belong. 

For the safety of all museum system personnel, and future 

conservation and restoration teams, the radiation survey personnel 

maintain detailed radiation safety records. There must be a record for 

every item on exhibit or in storage. The USAFMS requires that each 

record include: "part number (if available), stock number (if available), 

source strength, radioactive element, location by station number or other 

specific identifier, surface reading, svripe test results and date, and date 

of follow-on testing."'^^' 

Objects are to be surveyed every three years after their initial 

radiation survey. The surveyors must include new svripe samples and 

document the radiation levels of the new samples. These procedures 

help monitor radiation levels, and assess the hazard posed by aircraft 

and other museum items. If aircraft and items associated with them are 

found to have some level of radioactivity, then USAFMS institutions are 
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instructed to "keep exposure levels to visitors and staff as low as 

reasonably achievable (ALARA)."'̂ '̂ 

Chapter 9.6 of AFI84-103 instructs USAFMS personnel to prevent 

the public or staff from gaining access to aircraft interiors that have 

exposure levels exceeding 0.5 miUiRoentgens-per-hour above normal, 

background radiation levels. USAFMS personnel are instructed to bring 

aircraft and other exhibit items within acceptable exposure levels by 

shielding the radioactive components, or by removing such 

components.'^^' 

If a radioactive aircraft component needs conservation or 

restoration work, the USAFMS has strict guidelines for working with 

such components. Due to the hazards involved in working vrith these 

materials, the regulations in Chapter 9.8 of AFI84-103 prefer that 

mechanical or maintenance work not be performed. The USAFMS does 

allow such work to be conducted only if the work conforms to the 

procedures and guidelines outlined by a Technical Order. FXirthermore, 

conservation and restoration personnel are prohibited from using any 

process that will physically or chemically alter the aircraft component in 

such a way that respirable or digestible particles are created. 

This prohibition includes "grinding, machining, etching, drilling," 

or any similar process. In addition, conservation and restoration 

personnel are prohibited from opening "aircraft instruments, switches, 
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circuit breakers, or other components that contain radioactive materials" 

to further reduce the possibility of exposure. If radium paint on an 

aircraft instrument needs to be replaced vrith a non-radioactive 

substitute, then Chapter 9.8.1 of AFI84-103 requires contractors 

Hcensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, or similar state agency, 

to be hired to perform the procedure. 

If damage to a radioactive component is detected, the examining 

personnel must make an immediate report to the local installation RSO 

or bioenvironmental engineer. The RSO or bioenvironmental engineer 

must examine the damage, assess the situation and, if necessary, 

determine the steps needed for decontamination. 

If an object has exposed radium paint, then the object must be 

handled vrith great care to avoid exposure to visitors and staff. Chapter 

9.8.3 of AFI84-103 states that such objects must not be used in any 

hands-on exhibits in any part of the USAFMS, Also, the public and staff 

are barred from accessing aircraft that contain "damaged or leaking 

radioactive commodities" until the RSO or bioenvironmental engineer has 

monitored, assessed, and arranged for decontamination of the aircraft, if 

necessary,'^®' If a radiation related incident occurs, then the incident 

must be documented in full, and the area in which the aircraft was 

exhibited must be assessed by the RSO or the bioenvironmental engineer 

before it is reopened to the public and the staff. 
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The above regulations and procedures illustrate some of the 

conservation and restoration concerns that set aviation museums, 

especially the USAFM, apart from other types of museums. This is not 

the only concem that restoration personnel face vrith historic aircraft; 

however, most of the other issues are less dangerous than handling 

radioactive aircraft components. 

After an aircraft has been inspected and relieved of hazardous 

materials, the restoration process can begin. There are two stages to an 

aircraft's restoration. The first stage involves the aircraft's structures 

(i.e., airframe, engines, landing gear, lifting surfaces, and control 

surfaces). There is no standard procedure for the structural restoration 

of all aircraft. Each aircraft is restored according to its own Technical 

Order (T.O.) Dash 3 structural repair manual, which differs from aircraft 

to aircraft.'^^' The T.O. Dash 3 for each aircraft is voluminous and replete 

vrith precise data on the structural repair criteria for a particular aircraft. 

Thus, each aircraft is restored in a prescribed manner. 

Despite the lack of uniform restoration methods, AFI84-103 

contains a few broad-based guidelines for aircraft restoration, including 

instruction for restoration personnel not to inflict damage to the airframe 

unless USAFMS Program Coordination Division has approved the 

airframe for cannibalization to supply parts to other aircraft of the same 

type.''^^' Also, personnel are informed that they may make changes that 
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compromise the authenticity of an aircraft only if such change will 

enhance the long-term preservation of an aircraft displayed outdoors. In 

addition, all restoration measures must be reversible. And all 

conservation and restoration measures must be recorded in AF Form 

3581 (Static Display Aerospace Vehicle Maintenance Log) for future 

reference. 

After personnel have restored the aircraft's structural elements, 

they can start the cosmetic restoration. This is the stage where an 

aircraft's airframe receives its paint scheme and other portions of the 

aircraft are painted. 

The USAFMS has rigid guidelines for aircraft paint schemes that 

require USAFMS institutions to conduct background research on their 

aircraft. The AFFMs must follow more stringent standards because they 

usually represent the military installation near where they are located 

and the command organization that is responsible for that facility. The 

Command Historian, or senior historian for a Direct Reporting Unit 

(DRU) and Field Operating Agency (FOA), for each installation have the 

responsibility for making the final decision on any Color, Markings, and 

Insignia (CMI) packages. 

The individual requesting unit is responsible for developing CMI 

proposals,''^^' Each CMI proposal must include the current color scheme, 

the proposed color scheme, and a justification for changes. Also, 
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Chapter 7.3,4 of AFI84-103 stipulates that the proposed CMI package 

must be historically accurate for the aircraft and the time in which it 

served. This may require extensive research by the requesting unit. 

However, this arrangement helps reduce the burden on the staff of the 

USAF History Office and the staffs of other archives that may maintain 

USAF history materials. 

The USAFMS stresses the necessity for historical accuracy in all 

CMI packages and proposals. There is always the possibility that a 

Command Historian or other staff member in an AFFM may try to 

circumnavigate the regulations by mixing several valid, authentic CMI 

features and proposing them for a single aircraft. Some private sector 

museums have done this, but the USAFMS does not tolerate such 

actions, and they admonish anyone attempting to create and implement 

a mix-and-match CMI. Chapter 7.3,4 of AFI84-103 states that 

requesting units should not "mix markings from a variety of aircraft, i,e., 

using the nose art from one aircraft, the serial number of another, and 

unit codes from a third," nor should a requesting unit "compromise 

authenticity by adding spurious names, logos, nose art, or other 

identifying features that violate historical accuracy of the CMI." Chapter 

7.3.4 further stipulates that the authenticity of CMIs should not be 

compromised for personal edification, such as placing one's own name 

on an aircraft if one never flew such an aircraft. As always, the 
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requesting unit must create and maintain full and complete 

documentation for all markings applied to its displayed aircraft. 

The USAF Museum issues each aircraft an accession/catalog 

number; however, the museum also devised a system that makes 

documentation for the aircraft collection more accessible. The museum 

has different classifications for its coUection. The aircraft are in the "A" 

class and are assigned accession/catalog numbers that are unique to 

that class. Thus, museum personnel can conduct more efficient 

searches of the coUection. In addition, the USAFMS also uses the serial 

or tail numbers for each aircraft to provide another level of item 

identification. The serial or tail code numbers are maintained in the 

same database as the accession/catalog numbers to cross reference the 

information for each aircraft, including its location. 

Location information is especially important for the USAF 

Museum, because most of its aircraft are on loan to other Air Force 

organizations throughout the country. These aircraft are given Historical 

Property Account (HPA) numbers that serve the same purpose as loan 

numbers in other museums. The loan records for each loaned aircraft 

contain information pertinent to the loan. 

The Collections Management Policy of the NASM dedicates very 

little space to a description or a discussion of guidelines and procedures 

for aircraft restoration.f"^^' The document states that artifact restorations 
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are to be accurate and reflect the technology that was original to that 

object. The policy outlines a chain of command for restoration work, and 

provides some very general guidelines for how restorations should be 

performed. 

The NASM gives the curator authority to direct all restoration 

activities and serve as the final decision-making authority. It places 

responsibility for restoration operations in the hands of the curator, the 

restoration foreman, restoration specialists, and conservator. These 

people are charged with determining the goals of a specific restoration, 

deciding on the object's final configuration, and the methods of 

treatment. The NASM requires that methods of treatment must be 

reversible. The NASM's collections management policy does not refer to 

the museum policy as a guide for conservation and restoration practices, 

nor is there mention of an externally-produced guide for such activities. 

The NASM uses original components and materials in restorations 

if they are available, or to preserve items or return them to their original 

configuration. The museum allows repairs if they are necessary and 

requires all repairs to be documented. In addition, the museum has 

indicated that repainting and repolishing items is to be determined on a 

case-by-case basis; however, the criteria to be used in such judgments is 

undefined. In the event that replacement parts are needed, the NASM 

requires replacement parts to be marked in a way to identify them. On 
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occasion, the NASM may require the assistance of an outside 

organization to preserve, conserve, or restore objects. 

The NASM has several criteria that regulate artifact treatment 

loans. Artifact treatment loans are loans to individuals or organizations 

for conservation or restoration work that the museum is unable to 

perform. The curator initiating the proposed loan must determine 

whether the borrovring organization meets the NASM criteria for an 

artifact treatment loan, and has the expertise, mindset, staff, and 

facilities to conduct and support the proposed treatment.'^^' Also, the 

curator must ensure that the proposed treatment has been reviewed and 

approved by both the NASM conservator and the restoration foreman. 

This requirement includes a determination of whether the treatment 

guidelines provide a level of detail sufficient to cover approved treatment 

methods and products. However, the NASM's collections management 

policy does not define "approved treatment methods and products." 

Moreover, the proposed agreement must provide for periodic inspections 

of the borrower's work by NASM personnel, and allocate funding for 

travel expenses related to the inspections. The curator also establishes 

and outlines the documentation requirements for the proposed 

treatment, and ensures that the work schedule is realistic. There are no 

standard documentation requirements for off-site treatments according 

to the NASM's coUections management policy. Therefore, the curator is 
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required to outline documentation requirements for each off-site 

treatment. The curator must determine whether the borrower wishes to 

exhibit the item upon completion of the treatment and, if so, for how 

long. The curator also must ensure that all liabiUty issues have been 

addressed. 

The NASM's policy further states that the NASM and borrowing 

organizations jointly address the above issues and criteria for loan 

transactions. The restoration process could be made easier vrith or by a 

standardized aircraft collections management policies. 

The NASM restores aircraft to flight or near-flight condition, but it 

rarely permits its aircraft to be flown. The museum has determined that 

most of its collection is too rare or delicate to be risked in flight 

demonstrations. However, it permits an aircraft to be flown if the 

director determines that flight is the most practical method of moving the 

object from one location to another.''^'^' These policies are the product of 

internal decisions and are not based on a commonly accepted practices 

in the aviation museum community. 

Neither the AAHFM nor the TAM have their own manuals on 

restoration, but, in both cases, there are many "unwritten" policies. Eric 

Van Hoff, Director of Maintenance and head of the American Airpower 

Heritage Flying Museum, states that two things guide restoration work at 
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the AAHFM: FAA regulations, and common sense.'^^' The same may be 

said of the TAM. 

The FAA pubUshes and constantly updates a document known as 

the FAR (Federal Aviation Regulation). As mentioned earlier, this is a 

massive coUection of regulations that govems every aspect of civil 

aviation vrithin the United States. The FAR covers every aspect of aircraft 

operation, construction, and storage. It also covers all topics related to 

the operation of airworthy aircraft, as well as the construction and 

operation of airports, and navigational aids. The Flying Museum and the 

TAM use the FAR, because all aircraft operating in US airspace must 

comply vrith FAA regulations. The Fl5dng Museum restores aircraft to 

airworthy status and must follow FAA regulations to do what they were 

organized to do, i.e., maintain historic aircraft in flying condition. 

Two parts of the FAR are of special interest for conservation and 

restoration at the American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum and the 

Texas Air Museum. Part 43 of the FAR covers maintenance, preventive 

maintenemce, rebuilding and alteration. Part 91 addresses aircraft 

operations manuals, instruments, equipment, and maintenance. When 

asked why the American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum only uses the 

FAR for its physical restoration work, Mr. Van Hoff stated that the FAA 

regulations are quite strict and that they place great emphasis on 

maintaining airframes in original condition as much as possible. The 
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impact of the FAR on restoration work at the American Airpower Heritage 

Flying Museum wiU be examined and discussed in greater detail later. 

Common sense was noted as another guide for restoration and 

conservation. Mr. Van Hoff explained that the conservation 

(maintenance) and restoration personnel are trained mechanics, 

machinists, and metal workers, and that their professional training 

provides the remaining guidelines; these individuals use the accepted 

polices and practices of their profession to guide their work.'"^ '̂ 

Restoration of aircraft is a time consuming and demanding task 

that can only be performed vrith a blend of skills, adequate research, and 

the proper data. The American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum and 

the Texas Air Museum use a combination of Part 43 of the FAR, and the 

aircraft manufacturer's specifications and technical data to assist in the 

process. Part 43 covers the qualifications of personnel, as well as the 

guidelines concerning maintenance, preventive maintenance, rebuilding, 

and alteration of aircraft. The FAR serves as a basic standard for 

aviation museums that choose to fly their aircraft, because it only 

addresses the structural and mechanical concerns of aircraft. The FAR 

is not intended as a conservation and restoration guide for all museums. 

And it is not a guide for ethical conservation and restoration practices, it 

is only concerned with meeting the legal requirements of the FAA and the 

Department of Transportation. The FAR was not generated by museum 
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professionals and serves only as a foundation for museum-oriented 

policies and procedures. 

Part 43 of the FAR is a thorough document that appUes to all 

aircraft operating in US airspace. The document establishes the basic 

guidelines for determining whether or not an aircraft has been restored, 

defines test procedures used to comply with current technical data and 

standards, and describes the process for the owner of the aircraft's 

certification to develop and maintain a list of aU approved test 

procedures appUcable to the aircraft.'"^^^ 

The FAR often refers to the administrator of the FAA as the final 

arbiter of aU maintenance and repair work. If the FAR becomes the basis 

for a standardized aircraft coUections management poUcy, then this 

feature should be modified by the aviation museum community. Namely, 

the museum community should require that only flying museums seek 

the approval of the administrator of the FAA for conservation and 

restoration work. Otherwise, the FAA wiU be inundated with requests for 

museum aircraft which are not intended to fly. 

After an aircraft, airframe, aircraft engine, or propeUer has 

undergone maintenance, preventive maintenance, rebuUding, or 

alteration, it may return to service if the maintenance record entry has 

been completed in accordance with FAR Section 43.9 or 43.11, and the 

repair or alteration form authorized or suppUed by the administrator of 
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the FAA is completed in the required manner.'"^*' In addition, if any repair 

or alteration has changed an aircraft's operating limitations or flight data 

vrithin the approved flight manual for the aircraft, then these data must 

be revised in a manner that conforms vrith FAA regulations. 

The FAA regulations on this matter are strict and require full, and 

complete documentation of all work performed on any aircraft that 

operates vrithin US airspace. This information must be kept in the 

maintenance record. 

Many of the documentation requirements are similar to the 

documentation standards of the USAFMS and the NASM. The FAA 

requires that the record contain a description of the work performed on 

the aircraft or, at least, a reference to information that is satisfactory to 

the FAA Administrator. The record must provide the completion date of 

all maintenance, repair, or alteration procedures performed on the 

aircraft as well as the name of the person or persons performing the 

work. In addition, the maintenance record must include the name, 

certificate number, and the type of certificate held by the individual 

approving the work. The signature of the approving individual is 

considered to be an authorizing mark for the work performed on the date 

indicated. A certified aircraft inspector can approve all previous work in 

addition to new work performed on the aircraft. However, if the aircraft 
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has undergone major repairs and/or major alterations, additional 

documentation is required. 

Major repair or alteration of an aircraft must be entered on a 

separate form maintained by those persons who did the work. Moreover, 

any holder of an operating certificate is required by the FAA to make a 

record of all maintenance, preventive maintenance, rebuilding, and 

alteration of the aircraft, airframe, or other components of the aircraft 

that are operated in accordance vrith the applicable portions of the FAR. 

All of these requirements give the AAHFM and the TAM an unparalleled 

set of documentation requirements. 

The FAA regulations also establish strict guidelines for the content 

and disposition of inspection records. Any person having the 

responsibility for approving or disapproving an aircraft, airframe, or 

component part must make an entry in the maintenance record. 

The inspector's entry in the maintenance log must include the type 

of inspection that was conducted as well as a brief description of the 

extent of the inspection performed. In addition, the inspector must note 

the date of the inspection and the total number of service hours of the 

aircraft in the maintenance record. Also, the inspector must include his 

or her signature, the certificate number, and the type of certificate held. 

The FAA also requires that the inspector vmte a statement to 

certify that the aircraft is airworthy in accordance with the type of 
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inspection conducted. If the inspector does not find the aircraft worthy 

of approval, then he or she must write a statement to certify that the 

aircraft has been inspected, and that it does not meet airworthiness 

standards. The statement must also include the reasons for that 

determination. These statements of approval or disapproval are 

acceptable for non-progressive inspections. Progressive inspections 

require different procedures. 

If an inspector conducts a progressive inspection of an aircraft and 

determines that it is airworthy, then he or she writes a longer statement. 

The airworthiness statement for a progressive inspection should state 

that the inspector has performed a routine inspection of the aircraft or 

component in accordance with a progressive inspection. The statement 

should further state that the inspector performed a detailed inspection of 

all components and that the components were either airworthy or 

non-airworthy, and should or should not return to service. If an aircraft 

or component is not deemed airworthy, then the inspector must state 

that he or she has made a list of the discrepancies, and that the list has 

been provided to the owner or operator of the aircraft. The list of 

discrepancies must include the date that the inspector determined an 

item to be unfit for service. 

Aircraft often have several maintenance and repair programs in 

conjunction vrith their mandatory annual and regular inspections. If an 
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inspection is part of a particular program, then the entry in the 

maintenance record must reflect that fact. The inspector must identify 

the program, which part of the inspection program was completed, and 

include a statement that the inspection complied vrith the procedures 

and regulations for the particular program. 

If an inspector finds discrepancies during an inspection, the FAA 

has guidelines for reporting discrepancies and faults. Specifically, the 

inspector is required to report any discrepancies that prevent the aircraft 

from meeting the requirements of the certificate data, airworthiness 

directives, or any other regulations pertinent to airworthiness. The FAA 

does permit certain items in an aircraft to be inoperative. A list of these 

items is found in Section 91.213 (d)(2) of the FAR. If the inspector does 

find such items, then a placard with the word "Inoperative" should be 

placed on each inoperative instrument. The inspector is required by FAA 

regulations to add the inoperative items to the signed and dated list of 

discrepancies. 

The AAHM Flying Museum restores aircraft to the point that they 

have all the necessary instruments for both Visual Flight Rules (VFR) 

and Instrument FUght Rules (IFR). In addition, all AAHFM aircraft are 

equipped vrith modem navigation electronics and emergency 

transponders. 
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The ethical standards of the museum community serve to ensure 

that the condition and provenience of each item are faithfully recorded in 

all documentation. Section 43.12 of the FAR states that no one may 

make fraudulent or intentionally false entry in any record that is 

required to demonstrate compliance vrith FAA regulations. Also, the FAA 

prohibits making reproductions of records or reports for fraudulent 

purposes, and forbids the alteration of records or reports for fraudulent 

purposes. The FAA has the power to suspend or revoke the offender's 

FAA licenses, certificates, or contracts for these criminal acts. These 

requirements and penalties place tremendous responsibility on those 

who perform maintenance or repairs on AAHFM and TAM aircraft. 

The AAHFM and TAM have other documentation requirements that 

must follow when edrcraft repairs are made. Form 337 must be 

completed before the conclusion of any major repair or alteration. The 

AAHFM and TAM must receive signed copies of this form with a second 

copy being sent to the local Flight Standards District Office within 48 

hours after the aircraft, component, or appliance has been approved for 

return to service. Form 337 must also be completed after the major 

repair or alteration has been inspected. Both the inspector and the 

person performing the work must complete the form in duplicate. One 

copy is given to the owner of the aircraft to serve as an official record of 

the inspection. A copy of the form must be sent to the FAA Aircraft 
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Registration Branch in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, within 48 hours after 

the repair or alteration has been inspected. The third copy is retained by 

the person who performed the inspection. When an aircraft is sold or 

given to another person or entity (i.e., the AAHM Flying Museum or TAM), 

the aircraft's maintenance records must be delivered to the new owner, 

because the ovmer is required to possess and maintain all records that 

pertain to the aircraft's operation and maintenance. 

The AAHFM and TAM are not permitted to allow unqualified 

personnel to perform maintenance and repairs. The FAA has strict 

guidelines for personnel that perform maintenance, preventive 

maintenance, and alteration on an aircraft and any component of its 

airframe. Section 43.13 of the FAR states that personnel are free to use 

any methods, practices, and techniques that are prescribed in the 

aircraft manufacturer's maintenance manual or the Instructions for 

Continued Airworthiness that are prepared by the FAA administrator. 

Also, personnel are permitted to use any tools, equipment, and test 

apparatus that are necessary for the completion of the work in 

compliance vrith the accepted practices of the aviation industry. 

The aviation museums could expand on this policy by developing a 

body of accepted practices that require flying museums to meet both the 

standards of the museum community and the aviation community. The 

FAR also states that if the manufacturer recommends special tools or 
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test equipment, then the maintenance personnel must use the 

recommended equipment, or an equivalent, that is acceptable to the 

administrator. Again, this requirement affords an adequate foundation 

for standardized museum practice. 

The FAA regulations require a licensed person maintaining, 

altering, or performing preventive maintenance to do the work in a 

manner that the aircraft is as close to its original condition as possible. 

The "original condition" requirement refers to the structural and 

mechanical aspects of the aircraft, but is silent regarding other aspects 

of the aircraft's condition. Maintenance personnel are directed to ensure 

that the condition of the aircraft, and all components, are at least equal 

to its properly altered condition or its original condition. Simply stated, 

the workmanship should give the aircraft aerodynamic function, 

structural strength, resistance to vibration and deterioration, and other 

functional qualities identical or similar to the original condition of the 

aircraft or component. These requirements make the restoration policies 

of the AAHFM and TAM similar to other aviation museums. The 

USAFMS and the NASM also require that repairs return an aircraft to a 

condition near, or equal to, its original condition. 

The AAHFM and TAM, via the FAR, have three main classifications 

for repair and alteration work. The FAA aids maintenance crews vrith 

definitions of what constitutes a major alteration, major repair, and 
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preventive maintenance. The FAA considers an aircraft to be extensively 

altered if any of the foUowing parts are altered: wings; tail surfaces; 

fuselage; engine mounts; control system; landing gear; hull or floats 

(flying boats and amphibious aircraft); elements of the airframe including 

the spars, ribs, fairings, shock absorbers, bracing, cowlings, fittings, and 

balance weights; hydraulic and electrical actuating systems of aircraft 

components; or rotor blades (heUcopters), In addition, the definition for a 

major alteration includes changes in an aircraft's empty weight or the 

empty balance that result in an increase in the aircraft's maximum 

certified weight, or a change in the certified limits for the aircraft's center 

of gravity. Also, any change in the basic design of vital systems such as 

the fuel, oil, heating, cooling, cabin pressurization, electrical, hydraulic, 

or deicing systems constitutes a major alteration. A major alteration also 

includes changes to the vring, or to the fixed or moveable control surfaces 

of the wing, that control or affect vibration and flutter characteristics. 

The above parameters refer only to alterations to the structure of 

the aircraft. The FAA also has guidelines for determining what 

constitutes a major alteration to an aircraft's powerplant. 

An engine is deemed to have undergone major alterations if it is 

converted "from one approved model to another." This includes 

operations that change the cylinders' compression ratios, the reduction 

gear system, gear ratios, or any substitution of engine parts that requires 
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reworking and testing of the engine.'^^' Occasionally, engine modification 

goes beyond changes in the mechanical components; sometimes, engines 

are altered structurally. If the replacement structural parts are not 

supplied by the manufacturer, then the engine has been considerably 

altered. The same is true if the replacement parts were not specifically 

approved by the administrator of the FAA.'̂ °' The definition of a major 

engine alteration includes the installation of any structural part other 

than those approved. 

An engine will be classified as having undergone a major alteration 

if maintenance personnel install an accessory that has not been 

approved for the engine. A major engine alteration includes any 

conversion that chsinges the rating from the fuel rating listed in the 

engine's specifications. 

When aircraft are placed in the AAHFM or TAM maintenance 

hangar, they may undergo an alteration of their propeller system. 

Propeller alterations that are not authorized in the specifications issued 

by the FAA are considered major alterations. The FAA considers the 

foUowing to be major alteration of the propeUer: changes in blade design, 

changes in hub design, changes in the propeller govemor or control 

design, installation of either a propeller govemor or a feathering system, 

installation of a propeller deicing system, and installation of parts that 

are not approved for the propeller. 
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In addition to alterations of engines and propellers, aircraft often 

experience alterations of their various appliances. Any alteration of an 

appliance vrill be considered a major alteration if it causes a change in 

the basic design that is not in accordance with the manufacturer's 

recommendations or an FAA Airworthiness Directive. Also, any change 

in the design of radio and navigation equipment that is approved under 

type certification or a Technical Standard Order that affects the operation 

or performance of the equipment is considered to be a major appliance 

alteration. 

At present, the FAA does not have a named category for restoration 

or restored aircraft; however, the category called "major repairs" does 

pertain to the actions of restoration. The actions and parameters of a 

major repair are the same as those for restoration. 

The AAHFM and TAM benefit from the high degree of detail in the 

FAR, including a definition of a major airframe repair. The FAA defines 

major airframe repair as the strengthening, spUcing, manufacturing or 

replacing of primary structural members of the airframe.'^^' The FAR lists 

28 airframe components, and repairs on any of the items on the Ust 

constitute a major airframe repair.'^^' 

If any of the foUovring wing components are repaired or replaced, 

then the FAA defines the work as a major airframe repair: box beams; 

monocoque or semimonocoque vrings or control surfaces; wing stringers 
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or chord members; vring spars and spar flanges; truss-type beams; main 

ribs or compression members; wing or tail section brace struts; 

corrugated sheet compression members that serve as flange material of 

wings or tail surfaces; or replacement of fabric on fabric-covered sections 

of the wing. 

Repair of the fuselage longerons, members of the side truss, 

horizontal truss, or bulkheads is a major repair. In addition, if the 

mounts, supports, or brackets for the seats are repaired, then such work 

is a major repair. If an aircraft is a flying boat or an amphibious aircraft, 

then repair of the keel and chine members of the hull or floats is a major 

repair. 

The repair of three or more adjacent vring or control surface ribs is 

a major repair, as is repair work on the leading edge of wings and control 

surfaces. If other control system components (i.e., control column, 

pedals, shafts, brackets, or horns) are repaired, then those repgdrs are 

classified as major airframe repairs. Repairs on integral fuel or oil tanks 

are also major airframe repairs. 

The FAR establishes what repairs to the airframe's exterior 

constitutes a major airframe repair. In metal aircraft, the metal skin 

bears part of the structural load of the airframe. This is known as 

"stressed-skin" construction. Since the skin of such aircraft is a 
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load-bearing component, the FAA considers most repairs to the skin to 

be major repairs. Figure 4,1 shows airframe and wing repairs. 

Figure 4.1. A B-24A undergoes major repairs to spar and interior. 

Seemingly small repairs can constitute a major repair. For 

example, a repair of stressed metal or plywood skin would be classified 

as a major repair if maintenance personnel alter an area of that exceeds 

six inches in any direction. Also, most alterations of skin sheets are 

major airframe repairs. This means that any splicing or repairing of skin 

sheets that create new seams fedl into the category of a major airframe 

repair. A major airframe repair also includes the substitution of 

materials. 

The undercarriage is in the list of fuselage items that, if repaired, 

constitutes an major fuselage repair. This includes wheeled landing 
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gear, landing gear brace struts, and the wheel or axles of the landing 

gear system. For aircraft equipped vrith skis to enable landing on snow 

or sand, repair of those elements also constitutes a major fuselage repair. 

Another class of major repairs pertains to the powerplant including 

the propeUer. The FAR includes a long Ust of items that are considered 

major propeUer repairs. It provides data specific to the two types of 

propeller in use today: wood blade and metal blade propeUers. There are 

many aircraft in operation today that use traditional wood propellers; 

however, the vast majority of aircraft operated by aviation museums have 

complex metal propeller systems. To this end, the FAR distinguishes 

between wood and metal bladed propellers in its list of major propeller 

repairs. 

The AAHFM and TAM must deal with numerous issues when they 

repair a metal propeller system, including repairing or straightening the 

blades, or repairing the propeller hub. Repairs of dents, scratches, cuts, 

scars, nicks, and scrapes are major propeller repairs, as is a repair of the 

propeller govemor or an overhaul of controllable pitch propellers. 

Repairs or replacements of internal elements of blades, and the 

shortening of any type of propeUer blade are major propeUer repairs. 

Wood propellers are mechanically simple, but both their 

construction and repair require more time and care than metal 

propellers. Practically all repair work that the AAHFM and TAM perform 
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o n a wood propel ler is classified by t h e FAR a s a major propel ler repa i r 

including the following: retipping, replacing the outer wood laminations, 

repairing the elongated bolt holes in the hub, and placing inlay work. 

The influence of the FAR on the conservation and repair efforts of 

the AAHFM and TAM extends to many other aircraft components. For 

example, the repair of appUances in an aircraft are considered by the 

FAA to be major repairs, as is the calibration of radios and cockpit 

instruments. The revrinding of the field coil of an electrical accessory 

and the disassembly of any complex hydraulic power valves are also 

major repairs, as are the maintenance of pressure carburetors and 

pressure fuel, oil, and hydraulic pumps. This listing demonstrates the 

level of detail involved in the collections management policies of the 

AAHFM and the TAM. Figure 4.2 provides an image of many types of 

major repairs being performed on a single aircraft. 

Figure 4.2. A B-29 undergoes multiple repairs to airframe and propulsion systems. 
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As stated earUer, the AAH Flying Museum and TAM are required 

by the FAA to generate and maintain detailed records of aircraft 

condition, as well as conservation (maintenance), and restoration work. 

The director of maintenance of the Confederate Air Force maintains the 

files for each aircraft in the AAH Flying Museum's fleet. Each chapter of 

the TAM does the same. The aircraft are not issued accession numbers 

by the director of maintenance. Instead, the AAH Flying Museum uses 

the aircraft registration codes issued by the FAA. These codes are 

unique to each aircraft and can only be changed with FAA approval. The 

records for each aircraft must be complete enough to provide instant 

access to an aircraft's entire structural and mechanical history. In 

addition, the AAH Flying Museum and TAM maintain information on 

changes in each aircraft's paint scheme. The AAH Flying Museum and 

TAM satisfy the documentation requirements established by the museum 

community in this way. The widespread use of the FAR could lead to the 

assumption that aviation museums do enjoy a body of standardized 

policies and procedures. However, the FAR is standardized only in the 

sense that all individuals and organizations that operate aircraft must 

abide by the federal transportation regulations. In addition, the FAR 

only applies to aircraft operating in the United States and is not entirely 

applicable to operable aircraft in other nations. Moreover, the FAR is a 

product of federal legislation and not developed by museum 
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professionals. Figure 4.3 Ulustrates the end result of FAR-based 

restoration efforts on a Taylorcraft C+ ovmed by the Texas Air Museum. 

Figure 4.3. Taylorcraft C+ restored in accord with the FAR. 

The Nimitz Museum uses a combination of self-generated and 

outside guidelines for restoration work performed on its macro artifacts. 

The Nimitz Museum's Macro Artifact Collection Policy allows the museum 

to undertake restoration work; however, all such work has to be 

reversible. In addition, the curator of collections makes the final decision 

on all restoration work performed on any macro artifact. 

The Nimitz Museum has many documentation requirements for 

restoration work. First, the object is photographed before the process is 

begun and the restoration work is photodocumented as it progresses. In 

addition, the Museum requires a list of materials used in the restoration 

and the techniques employed. Finally, the artifact is photographed upon 
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completion of the restoration. The photographs and documents are 

retained in the artifact's file. 

The Nimitz Museum requires restoration personnel to preserve as 

much of the artifact's original material as possible. The museum also 

asks that personnel preserve markings, serial numbers, and other items 

of interest if possible. Also, when personnel remove parts from the 

artifact, they must mark and accession each item prior to storing it in an 

appropriate manner. Furthermore, the museum requires that personnel 

take photographs of any markings or artifacts found within the macro 

artifact. 

The remainder of the Nimitz Museum's restoration policy is 

borrowed from the Patton Museum's restoration policy. Much of this 

policy is mirrored in the Nimitz Museum's Macro Artifact Collection 

Policy. Both documents stress documentation (photographic and 

written) for work performed on an artifact. Both documents express a 

preference for intact and complete artifacts. The Patton Museum policy 

favors restoration if it is the best method to prevent deterioration of the 

macro artifact. 

The Nimitz Museum's restoration policy states that the artifact's 

period of use should be considered before restoration work begins. The 

policy requires that restoration personnel research the artifact selected to 

determine its appropriate final appearance. After an 
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historically-appropriate period has been selected for the artifact's final 

appearance, the restoration personnel conduct an artifact survey 

performed by both the curator and the restoration personnel. 

The survey is intended to complement the artifact's provenance 

information. The survey gives the curator and the restoration personnel 

an understanding of the artifact's condition and alerts them to possible 

problem areas. The survey draws attention to any missing or damaged 

parts. It is a guide for the restoration decision-making process, and 

helps the curator and restoration personnel to determine the appropriate 

level of restoration for the artifact. 

Each artifact that is restored has a Restoration Journal that is a 

record of all work performed on the artifact. The survey for the artifact is 

included in the journal. The journal also records all replacement parts 

and repairs made to existing parts. Artifacts that are restored to 

operational condition have an Operational Vehicle Log, in addition to the 

Restoration Journal. 

Artifacts restored to operational condition are not kept in a 

"ready-to-operate" condition. All fuel is drained from the fuel tanks, the 

batteries are disconnected, antifreeze is added to radiators, and fluid 

levels are maintained. Also, all engines are turned-over once every two 

years to coat all working parts with lubricant. 
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An Operational Vehicle Log is generated for artifacts maintained in 

a "ready-to-run" condition. The log is used to record oU and lubricant 

used, the total number of hours that the vehicle has been operated since 

restoration, and the existence and cause of any damage. 

The Nimitz Museum policies do not draw distinctions between 

aircraft and other macro artifacts. However, the Nimitz Museum's 

policies do establish the desired level of documentation and caution 

needed for aircraft restoration. 

The collections management policies and practices of the USAFM, 

NASM, the American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum, the Texas Air 

Museum, and the Admiral Nimitz National Museum of the Pacific War 

have many similarities and differences. The sampled museums go to 

great lengths to preserve our aviation heritage. E^ch of the museums 

have conservation and restoration schemes that contadn varying degrees 

of detail. Each of the sample museum have the same goals, but the 

varying collections management policies prevent them from 

accomplishing their goals vrith similar results. 

The museum profession prefers preventive conservation to reduce 

possible degradation and damage; however, museums do, on occasion, 

receive items that are damaged, and museum objects occasionally 

become damaged. When aircraft are damaged, museums should restore 

them so they vrill be useful for interpretation, as well as for research 
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purposes. E^ch of the sample museums have rigid requirements for 

restoration. 

The most rigid mechanical restoration program comes from the 

American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum and the Texas Air Museum. 

That organization has selected federal standards that apply to operable 

aircraft and adopted them for its ovm purposes. That action has 

accompUshed two things. First, the federal regulations help the museum 

to meet its ovm goals of operating aircraft and maintaining them in their 

original condition, when possible. Second, the museum satisfies many of 

the requirements of the greater museum community. The 

documentation requirements of the federal regulations meet and exceed 

the current requirements of accepted museum practices. 

The USAF Museum also follows stringent conservation and 

restoration guidelines. The USAF Museum requires thorough 

documentation of an aircraft's condition upon arrival at the museum. 

The museum also requires its staff to make an assessment of the new 

item's condition, and to note concerns to be addressed. The USAF 

Museum has forms for a variety of collections management activities, 

and requires staff to update the forms on a regular basis to provide 

current information. In addition to maintaining careful documentation, 

the USAF Museum requires that aircraft restorations be done vrith 
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authenticity and historical accuracy in mind. The USAF Museum 

extends this requirement to all its field museums and airparks. 

The NASM uses policies and procedures similar to those of the 

USAF Museum. It also strives for historical accuracy in its restorations. 

The NASM has an immense collection and it loans aircraft to various 

aviation museums throughout the nation. The NASM's poUcies and 

procedures provide a superb collections environment for the aircraft in 

their collection. 

The American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum has a very 

different organizational structure. It holds title to the aviation collection, 

but the Confederate Air Force (CAF) operates and maintains the aircraft. 

The CAF handles all of the maintenance paperwork for each aircraft. 

Despite this unusual arrangement, the collections do not suffer. The 

conservation and restoration work of the CAF is subject to inspection by 

an outside agency (i.e., FAA) and must meet the strict guidelines of that 

agency. 
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CHAPTER V 

DRAWING CONCLUSIONS: ESTABLISHING A COMMON 

GROUND FOR AIRCRAFT COLLECTIONS 

The preceding chapters have demonstrated that there is Uttle 

uniformity in the care and preservation of aircraft in the museum 

community- Each of the selected museums strives to care for and 

preserve the aircraft in their coUections; however, each uses varying 

means toward these ends. 

The Smithsonian uses institution-generated policies and 

procedures to guide their aircraft conservation and restoration activities. 

On the other hand, the USAF Museum uses a combination of 

institution-generated policies. Air Force policies, and aerospace industry 

guidelines and procedures. The NMNA has borrowed restoration 

techniques and policies from a discipline outside the museum profession 

in addition to those within the profession. The AAH Flying Museum and 

the TAM have adopted policies, procedures, and guidelines generated by 

an agency of the federal govemment. 

This range of policies results in differences in museum practices, 

and each produces different types of collections management and care. 

In addition, each museum has a slightly different attitude toward their 

aircraft. Many aviation museums regard aircraft as artifacts, while other 
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organizations perceive aircraft as simply "structures distinct from 

buildings. "'̂ '̂ 

This range of policies and practices prompt one to ask some 

questions about the state of aerospace collections. Is the material 

culture of aviation heritage at risk due to the lack of uniformity in the 

aviation museum community's policies and procedures? Are the noted 

differences detrimental to the physical condition and interpretation value 

of the aircraft? Should the museum community strive to develop a series 

of accepted practices for aviation collections like those developed for 

other types of collections? Below are the answers to the questions. 

First, the material culture of aviation is at risk due to the lack of 

uniformity in the aviation museum community. The majority of the 

sample museums are mature institutions that have learned their lessons 

through decades of trial and error; a luxury not afforded the newer 

museums. The lack of standardized policies results in a waste of time, 

effort, materiel and money through inefficient use of resources. This 

waste is the product of confusion brought about by the lack of a common 

ground upon which all aviation museum practices can be built. The 

USAF Museum possesses and maintains an enormous collection of 

aircraft that range in size from small, single-seat aircraft to massive 

long-range bombers. The USAF Museum collection is recognized both for 

its scope and its condition. This reputation has been accomplished 
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despite the lack of guidelines developed by the museum community for 

aircraft collections; however, this reputation was earned during the 

course of decades of trial and error. The same can be said for the NASM, 

the NMNA, the AAH Flying Museum, and the TAM. The noted differences 

cause other problems. 

The noted differences are detrimental to the physical condition and 

interpretive value of the aircraft. The lack of standardization in policies 

and practices promotes a waste of resources and this results in 

deterioration and, later, loss of interpretive value possessed by the 

collections. Newer and smaller often do not have the types of resources 

that are available to these larger and older institutions. A set of 

standardized, easily accessible policies and practices would enable 

lesser-endowed institutions to make more efficient use of their limited 

resources by eliminating costly trial and error stages from their 

collections management development process. 

In the interest of preserving aerospace material culture for future 

generations, the aerospace museum community should strive to develop 

a series of accepted practices for their collections. All of the museums 

surveyed £U"e large, well-established institutions that have the benefit of 

many years of experience. However, these institutions suffer from 

wasted resources as a result of the absence of standardized polices and 

practices. Also, the museum community, in general, grows every year, 
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and this trend holds true for aviation museums. Each year, new aviation 

museums are formed, and these newer, smaller museums are the most 

Ukely to suffer from the lack of estabUshed poUcies and procedures. 

A standardized policy would serve to form a unified philosophy 

toward aircraft that would bring museum professionals into a common 

mode of thought regarding aircraft collections management. A 

standardized body of policies and practices would allow museum 

professionals to have a lingua franca that would allow them to better 

allocate and use their resources for the mauiagement and preservation of 

their aerospace material culture. 

The new museums often lack the experienced staffs and 

institutional organizations of the larger museums. There are no 

professional journals or books to provide the information needed for 

proper collections management, quite different from the situation for 

many other types of museums. For example, if a group or an individual 

vrishes to start an art museum, the staff would have a number of 

information sources to assist them in determining each level of the 

museum's collections management policies. The same can be said for 

museums that specialize in biology, anthropology, paleontology, and 

other disciplines. Unfortunately, despite their unique requirements, 

aviation museums lack this kind of support. 
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The world's aviation heritage suffers due to the lack of uniform 

guidelines and practices. Many museums share similar practices, but do 

so more by chance than by design. Each of the scrutinized museums 

has determined that they want to preserve and maintain aircraft in the 

best condition possible, but each endeavors to meet that goal by differing 

means. There is minimal transfer of knowledge and expertise between 

the institutions. Undoubtedly, there are procedures and practices that 

would be of benefit to the aviation museum community as a whole, but 

the information provides Uttle assistance if it does not circulate. The best 

way to share information is for it to be codified in a form that is easily 

accessible to professionals in the aviation museum community. The vast 

body of collections management information could be assembled into 

books, published in professional journals, or circulated by various 

conservation institutes. The policies and practices would be of the 

greatest benefit if they were as widely disseminated as collections 

management information for other tjrpes of museums. 

A set of uniform guidelines and practices would contribute to the 

improved care and maintenance of aircraft by estabUshing an 

information exchange that would help reduce the current waste of 

museum resources. New and old museums alike would benefit from take 

advantage of the experience and insight of their contemporaries. Smaller 

or less-informed museums would benefit from established guidelines and 
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procedures for aircraft collections management because these 

institutions would have years of experience made available to them. The 

established museums would benefit from the knowledge and experience 

of their contemporaries. Once the information is published, personnel in 

aviation museums would be able to refer to established conservation and 

restoration practices vrith the ease enjoyed by the staffs of other 

museums. Moreover, as professionals move from one aviation museum 

to another, the standardized practices would greatly reduce the need for 

retraining and speed the assimilation of new personnel. 

The information exchange could begin with the publication of a few 

books or journal articles. These first steps would provide a foundation 

for an open discussion of collections management issues. The various 

conservation institutes could address the concerns of aviation collections 

and publish articles in their journals and other publications. This 

recognition would establish a foundation for the interchange of 

information. This body of knowledge could be augmented and revised to 

reflect advances in the profession. 

As this practice increased, the aviation museum community could 

begin to adopt accepted collections management policies and practices. 

Such a body of information would serve as a valuable resource, but more 

importantly, information relevant to aviation collections management 

would be exchanged between aviation museums. 
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Before publication and discussions can begin, both the aviation 

and general aviation museum communities must be made aware of the 

problem. Publication of material such as that which appears in this 

thesis could make people aware of the problem. This kind of material 

could be published in museum and aviation journals that enjoy a large 

circulation and readership. With awareness of the problem, museum 

professionals could begin working together to address the problem. 
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RESTRICTED 
AN 01-20B4A-1 

IMPORTANT 
In order to gaia the •iTiwaw b«B«flt FTMB tU« 

it la IspcratiTe tbat roe read tkeac pages carefally. 

This handbook contains all the tnformatian necessary for safe luid efficient operation (tf the B-47A 
series airplanes. These Instructifms do not teach basic flight prlndpiea. hut are (teaigned to provide you 
with a general knowledge of the airpUae, Its tUi^t characteristics, and specific normal and emergency 
operating procedures. Tour flying experienoe is reeognized. and danoitary instructions have been avoided. 

The only source of technically accurate and constantly current tnfonnatkm is contained In your Flight 
Handbook. This information is baaed upon the technical knowledge of the aircraft manufacturer and the 
Air Force as well as the experience of the using commands. Ton wmild never reeognlae these new books as 
your old familiar, undesirable -l technical ordor. To h ^ solve your qiedjBe problems, these new books have 
been made attractive, accurate, current, and easy to use. Not all of the books have been {Krepared to the 
new requirements, but you can easOy tell the old from the new. The new type handbook has a fall page 
cover Illustration whereas the old book has a smaU "tpoV' iltastratlcm. 

Bach flight crew member except those attadud to an adminigtratipe tnae i* entitled to have a personal 
copy of the Flight Handbook while he Is stationed at a given base, ilir Force JtevtUofton S-t3. issued in 1A53. 
specifically makes that provision. 

The technical order distribution system will work If yon do jma part; order your required quantity of 
handbooks before they are needed instead of waitbig untU the need arises. If yon <mter them early, the Air 
Force win print enough to cover your requirements; if you delay, yeo will probably be kept waiting a long 
time when you do order because sufficient copies may not have bem orlglnaDy printed to cover your request. 

The technical order systsn Is easy to cape with; TechiOcal order 00-5-2 eq>laina, in Jost a few pages, 
the easy means by which you can set the automatic machinery into motion. Actually, all you have to do Is 
reflect your requirement quantities on the Publlcatlcms Requirements Talde T.O. 09-3-1 and all the revl-
tiaas, reissues, and mp^mente will be automatically forwarded to you in the same qaantitiea Tour base 
supidy officer is diarged with the responsti>iUty of OTdortng and seourlng quantities of the technical orders 
In accordance with your requireoicnte—clwck with him. Of course, e a ^ base must develop a system of feed
ing these books and related data to their flight crew members so that no one will be using an obscdete book. 

cme more thing—It takes a certain amount of time to revise tin Flight Handbook. Since the time lag is 
excessve for safety of flight information, a new program has beei pot into effect to get such information to 
you In a hurry. This ts done by means of safety of flight supplemmts which use the same numbw as your 
Flight Handbook exc^t for the addition of a suffix letter. Snmdements covextt^ loss of life win get to you 
in 46 hours; those concerning serious damage to equipmoit wlU be delivered in t dajrs. And what do you 
have to do to get ttiese supplements? Absolutely nothing—if you have ordered your night Handbook on the 
Publicatitms Requirements Table, you win automatically rec^ve aU sopidanrats pertaining to your aircraft. 

Your comments and questions regarding any phase of the Flight Handbook program are invited and 
should be directed to the Wright Air Deveiopmoit Center, Attention: WCS. 

RESTRICTED Revised 1 November 195^ 

Figure A 3 . Introduction from a Technical Order 
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RESTRICTED 
AN 01-20ENA-1 RoragroplM !•! to 1-6 

S E C T I O N I D E S C R I P T I O N 

1-1. AIRPLANE. 

1-2. GENERAL. 
1-2A. The Boeing B-47A "Stratojet" airplane is a 
land based, six-engine, jet pcopelled, medium bomb
er capable at long range flight at hi^i speeds and 
high altitudes. The Ucttcal mission of Ute airplane 
i5 the destruction, l^ bombs, of land or naval mate* 
rial objectives. Tbe normal crew comisrises a pilot, 
copilot, and navigator. Tlte additional (btty of gunner 
is assignod to the ooiHlot while the navigator has the 
additional duties ot bombardier and radar operator. 

1-3. OVERALL DIMENSIONS. 

Wing Span 116 feet 
Fuselage Length 106 feet. 9 inches 
Hei^t (to top of fii^, 27 feet, 11 inches 

1-4. GROSS WEIGHT. Th« approximate design gross 
weight of the airplaae is 125,000 pounds. 

1-5. SPECIAL FEATURES. The airplane is charac
terized by swept wings and empennage, undershmg 
naceltes, and by its extremely clean appearance 
throughout. Innovations Incorporated Include a 

bicycle type main landing gear and internally mounted 
assisted take-oli units. Space and struchiral pro
visions have been made to accommodate a bomb rack 
and general purpose bombs up to the 22,000 pound 
size. Provision has also been made on some air
planes to Incorporate a tail turret mounting two, type 
M-3, caliber .60 machine guns. 

1-6. INTERICm ARRANGEMENT. AU normal crew 
duties are accmnpllshed in the pressurized compart
ment whidh extends from a pressure bulkhead aft of 
the copilot's station, forward to the nose. The pilot 
and cojplkit are provided tandem stations under the 
bubble canopy in the cockpit. The copilot's seat can 
be swiveled so that the copilot may face aft for his 
gunnery duties. The navigator is provided a station 
in the nose of the airplaaS which includes his navi
gation, bombing, and radar equipment. A walkway 
is provided on tlte left side of the fuselage from the 
navigator's station aft to Oie pressure bulkhead. 
Connecting to Oils vaUcws^ through a pressure door 
is the main entrance passage located in the lower 
left side of the fuselage. A crawlway on the left side 
of the forward ^ e e l well provides access to the 
bomb bay area. A platform in the bomb bay is the 
most aft point of access in the airplane during flight 

I ^ O t A O CHUTf 
v L / COMPASTMfNT 

••vited 15 Mf 1951 

figure N l . CompurfmmtH 

RESTRICTEO 

Figure A.4. Section 1 from a Technical Order 
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APPENDIX B 

SAMPLE COLLECTIONS MANAGEMENT FORMS FROM 
THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE MUSEUM 
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FCLO 

NUMBER 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

t9 

14 

15 

16 

17 

IS 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

tJSAF MUSEUM SYSTEM ACCESSION WORKSHEET 
tfof US0 a/Um form, M*Aff 84-1031 IPttnprJHt. tfp0 or eonyutmgrniwauf 

r m o MAME/MMimim # cAMOfM aitot*^ * • / )M0 

Accession Number (20) 

Nomenclature (40) 

Oass (5) - For USAFM use only 

Period of Usage n o 

Popttor Name (30) 

Serial Nwnber <30) 

Manufacturer (30) 

Stock Number (30) 

Maruifacturer Pan Nwnber (301 

Model (16) 

Contract Number (30) 

Year of Manufacture (4) 

Country of Origin (30) 

Material of Construction (30) 

Item Color (10) 

Item Size (10) 

Height (10) 

Width (10) 

Length (101 

Weight (10) 

Diameter (10) 

Cataloguer (6) 

Mission (1) - USAFM use or^y 

D e s ^ Number (3) - USAFM use only 

Series 11) - USAFM use only 

Modified Mission (3) • USAFM use only 

Military Serial Number ( IB)- USAFM use only 

•rexT 

AF FORM 3582. MAR 95 (EF-VIt iPmfOMimO) 

Figure B.2. Side 1 of USAFM Accession Worksheet 
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F<EU) 

NUMBEH 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

FCIO NAME /Muanun 0 < n«am«rf<nflBW 

Aerospace Vehide Engoie Type (18) 

Authorized (1) 

Standard (1) 

Chest or Sleeve (1) 

Major AsserrMy (30) 

TEXT 

33 Source o* Acquisition (60 per line) 

34 

35 

Date Received (9) 

Type of Ac(M»tion 11) 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

Location Status (15) 

Sited) 

Location (10) 

Building (15) 

Last Inventory Date (9) 

Last Inventory ID (6) 

Deaccesston Date (9) - USAFM use only 

Deaccession Number 110) - USAFM use only 

Oeaccession ID (6) 

45 Remadcs (60 per line) 

'i^S^: 

46 

47 

Physical Description (60 per tine) 

Conservation (1) 

AF FOfW 3S92. MAR S6 (ReVBtS£/ 

Figure B.3. Side 2 of USAFM Accession Worksheet 
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"trw 'n+^-ir-i.-^tiA-^ifiTr^fll 

USAF MUSEUM SYSTEM LOAN AGREEMENT 
IFor use of this torn, see AFI84- W3I 

BORROWING MUSEUM 0« HISTOfllCAL HOLDING 

ADDRESS IStnet, City. State S ZW) 

LENDER INFORMATK>N 

LENDER'S NAME 

STREET CITY 

TELEPHONE NUMBER ttntduOe Ant Codel 

STATE ZIP 

LOAN INFORMATION 

DATES OF LOAN PURPOSE 

OBJECTS PROVIDED TO ISul^ect to the foUowing conditions UttetS MbwJ 

CONDITIONS 

1. The is respoTttible for the saf^e^ ing of objecu entrusted to it and is 
required to exercise greater precsution for the care and safety of such objects than it exercises, with respect to its own 
property of the same or similar riature. 

2. Unless the is notified In writing to the contrary. It is understood that objects lent to 
it may be photographed, sketched, or reproduced. 

3. Loans will be returned only to the owner or lender or his or her duly authorized agent or representative. In the case of 
the deeth of the owner, his or her legal representative is requested to notify the 

in writing forthwith, giving the fuH name and address of ttie heir(s). 

4. Additional conditions: 

OESCRiPTtON OF LOANH) ITEMS 

mawt 

ITEM 2 

ITEMS 

SIQNATURE OF LENDER 

SIGNATURE OF MUSEUM REPRESENTATIVE 

AF FORM 3572, MAR 95 (LRA) iPerfonM Pftoi 

Figure B.4. USAFM Loan Agreement 

DATE 
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USAF MUSEUM ARTFACT CONOmON AND CONSERVATION RECORD 
lUSAFM/DU Anitact Conservation Laboratory) 

1. ARTIFACT CONOITION 

NOMENCLATURE ACCESSION NUMBER 

MATBMALS 

QENERAL CONOrriON 

EXCaXENT GOOD FAIR POOR 

SPECIFIC CONOrriONS 

ITEM REMARKS 

EVIDENCE OF 

Ethnographic Deposits 

Previous Repairs 

Previous 'Native' Repairs 

Extensive Restoration 

Previous Conservation 

Other 

StOLOQICAL 

Dry Rot 

Insect Damage 

Moid 

Other: 

CHEMICAL 

Corrosion Products 

CrystaBine Deposits 

Faded 

Oxidized/Tami^iad 

Red Rot 

Stained 

Over-Appficstun of Prevtoua 

Treatments 

Other: 

ITEM REMARKS 

PHYSICAL 

Brtttte 

Broken 

Checked 

Cracked 

Dirty 

Distorted - WarpedTBem/C rushed 

Dusty 

Dry (AboomiaMvi 

Foreign Deposits 

Greasy 

Paim Flaking 

Ports Missing 

Soatched 

Shipping Damage 

Smoke Damage 

Spafing 

Tom 

Water Damaga 

Wet 

Other. 

- -

_ : ; " • : 

IMMEDIATE STOP GAP TREATMENT PEWORMED 

YES 

NO 
DATE TREATMENT 

STORAGE LOCATION 

SK3NATUttE DATE (DO MMM YY) 

AF FORM 3573, MAR 95 (LRAt ^wtvimmo, 

Figure B.5. USAFM Artifact and Conservation Record 
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USAF MUSEUM ARTIFACT CONDHION AMD CONSERVATION RECORD 
tUSAFM/DM Artifact Conservation Laboratory) 

1. A R T r ACT COIKHTION 

NOMENCLATURE ACCESSON NUMBER 

MATBUALS 

QBCRAL CONOCTION 

EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR 

SPECIFtC CONOTTtONS 

ITEM RBtlARKS 

EVIDENCE OF 

EthrtograpNc Deposits 

Previoua Repairs 

Previous 'Native* Rapatrs 

Extensive Restoration 

Previous Cortservation 

Other 

BIOLOGICAL 

Dry Rot 

Iraact Damage 

Mcrid 

Other 

CHEMICAL 

Corrosion Products 

Crystaitine Deposits 

Faded 

Oxidized/Tarnished 

Red Rot 

Stained 

Ovsr-ApplicatRMi of Previoua 

Treatments 

Other: 

ITEM RaHARKS 

PHYSICAL 

Brtttte 

Brafcen 

Chadnd 

Cracked 

Dirty 

Distorted - Warped/Bent/Cruahed 

Dusty 

Dry (Abnormally) 

Foreign OepoNts 

Greasy 

Paint Flaking 

Pwts Missing 

Scratched 

Shipping DMnage 

Smoica Oamage 

Spdbig 

Torn 

Water Damage 

Wet 

Other. 

IMMEDIATE STOP GAP TREATMENT PEWKDRMED 

YES 

NO 
DATE TREATMENT 

STORAGE LOCATION 

SK3NATURE DATE (DO MHM VY| 

AF FORM 3573. MAR 95 (LRAt t^erfonupfiO) 

Figure B.6. USAFM Aerospace Vehicle Static Display Acceptance Condition and 
Safety Certificate 
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APPENDIX C 

ORGANIZATIONAL WIRE DIAGRAM OF 
THE CONFEDERATE AIR FORCE GROUP 
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APPENDIX D 

GLOSSARY OF ABBREVL\TIONS 
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^ ^ ^ 

Glossary 

AAHM - American Airpower Heritage Museum. 

AAHFM - American Airpower Heritage Flying Museum. 

AFFM - Air Force Field Museum. 

CAF - Confederate Air Force. 

FAA - Federal Aviation Administration. 

FAR - Federal Aviation Regulation. 

NASM - National Air and Space Museum. 

NMNA - National Museum of Naval Aviation. 

TAM - Texas Air Museum. 

USAFM - United States Air Force Museum at Wright-Patterson Air Force 

Base, Ohio. Flagship and headquar ters for the USAFMS. 

USAFMS - United States Air Force Museum System. 
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